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From the Dean

Dear Friends, 

This summer we welcomed our first class of judges to our master 

of laws in Judicial studies program. For four weeks, 18 federal, state, 

and international judges were eager and hardworking students at our school. 

i knew that they would be an amazing group; their applications had revealed 

their passion for their work, for improving their understanding of the judicial 

function, and for law reform. But i could not have predicted how much joy it 

would bring to all of us to have them in the building, toiling away happily in 

fields both familiar and unfamiliar.

Their days were filled with stimulating instruction from some of our most 

skilled and interesting scholars and teachers: curt Bradley and larry helfer on 

international law in u.s. courts; michael Bradley on Forensic Finance; John de 

Figueiredo on Analytic methods; mitu Gulati and Jack Knight on study of the 

Judiciary; maggie lemos and ernie Young on Federalism; Francis mcGovern 

and Judge lee rosenthal on issues Facing the Judiciary; Jeff Powell on Judicial 

history; Neil siegel and Justice samuel Alito on constitutional and statutory 

interpretation. i recall a particular Friday when the day began with a unit on judi-

cial biography with linda Greenhouse, the Pulitzer Prize-winning former New 

York Times supreme court reporter, and John Jeffries, the distinguished former 

dean of the university of Virginia law school. Following this stimulating class, 

the judges discussed Judge richard Posner’s latest book on the judiciary with 

Judge Posner himself, who appeared by video link. later, Justice Alito arrived to 

begin his class on interpreting the constitution. it was an incredible day.

in the late afternoons and evenings and on the weekends, the judges pre-

pared for class and also attended to chambers work. They worked hard. one of 

them told me that he expected no less from duke — a challenging experience 

that would leave its mark and require extraordinary effort. Now the judges have 

returned to their regular jobs, yet still with papers to write and problem sets to 

complete. They will be back next summer for another set of courses and then 

will complete a master’s thesis on a topic of their choosing.

if the judicial master’s program continues to go well, we will have created 

something special for our profession and the law school. it is not easy to be 

a judge in the current climate. The conditions of employment are worsening 

at the same time that the demands of the job are increasing. our judges need 

all the help we can give them in handling their cases wisely and administering 

complex systems of dispute resolution. A well-educated judiciary, with access 

to the very best teaching and scholarship that the academy can offer, is critical 

to the success of our state and federal judicial systems, which is so central to 

the success of our democracy. on the other side of the equation, duke law 

school gains 18 new alumni who are judges around the country and the world, 

and who are able to help guide our school and our students. our faculty gains 

the rare opportunity of testing their ideas on active, experienced judicial offi-

cers who, in turn, can point us in new directions and provide valuable feedback.

i am grateful to our faculty for their dedicated teaching during these four 

weeks. Jack Knight and mitu Gulati provided leadership and vision for the cur-

riculum. our new director of the Judicial center, John rabiej, provided the all-

important administrative direction with critical early help from Assistant dean 

Tia Barnes ’03. 

we can do much more to help unify the academy and the judiciary. The 

master’s program is just one of several programs, conferences, projects, and 

research that the center for Judicial studies may undertake to the benefit of the 

law school and the judiciary. it will be exciting to watch how the center devel-

ops in the years ahead.

every now and then we get the chance to do something in our jobs that is not 

only good for the institution but that we really care about on a personal level. 

As a former judge and now dean, bringing this program to life has been that for 

me. i could not be more grateful to the many alumni, faculty, and friends who 

made it possible. The day when these 18 judges hold duke law degrees in their 

hands will be a wonderful day for them, and for duke law school.

Best wishes for a relaxing summer.  

sincerely,

david F. levi

dean and Professor of law

Every now and then we get the chance to do 
something in our jobs that is not only good for 
the institution but that we really care about on a 
personal level.  As a former judge and now dean, 
bringing this program to life has been that for me.  
I could not be more grateful to the many alumni, 
faculty, and friends who made it possible.  The 
day when these 18 judges hold Duke Law degrees 
in their hands will be a wonderful day for them, 
and for Duke Law School.

Dean DaviD F. Levi
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a new $5 million commit-
ment from Stanley A. Star ’61 

and his wife, elizabeth Star, will 
establish three new full-tuition 
scholarships for outstanding Duke 
law School students and create 
a matching gift fund designed to 
encourage other donors to support 
the school’s financial aid programs.

This is the Stars’ latest major 
gift to Duke law School. in 2004, 
the couple gave $3 million to 
construct Star Commons, a four-
story, light-filled community space 
that is now a cornerstone of the 
law School’s building. in 2011, 
the couple gave $5 million to help 
create four new professorships. 

“once again the Stars have 
shown remarkable vision and lead-
ership,” said Dean David F. levi. 
“They transformed our physical space, they 
strengthened our faculty, and now they seek 
to keep our doors open to all deserving stu-
dents who wish to come to Duke law School. 
increasing scholarship assistance so that law 
school is affordable is one of our highest pri-
orities. Together the Star Scholarships and 
the Star Challenge are a big step forward 
toward that goal.”

of this latest gift, $3 million will be 
designated to support full-tuition scholar-
ships. The other $2 million will establish the 
Star Challenge, a matching fund designed 
to encourage other donors to establish 
endowed financial aid funds. Duke Provost 
Peter lange, the university’s chief academic 
officer, said he will provide an additional $1 
million in university funds to enhance the 
matching fund created by the Star gift. 

“i am impressed with Stanley and elizabeth 
Star’s commitment to Duke,” said lange. “it 
is a pleasure to see their excitement grow as 
they become more and more involved in sup-

porting Dean levi’s ambitious vision for the 
law school. i was inspired by their generosity, 
and i hope many others are inspired, too.”

“we have always hoped to inspire others 
with our giving,” said Stanley Star. “we get 
so excited when we are able to come here and 
see the potential for growth in this school 
and to see the enthusiasm of the faculty and 
the students. we can see how our contribu-
tions are helping the school and the people 
here. And the thanks and acknowledgment 
we receive is really nice. we just couldn’t be 
more excited to be part of this community.”

The Star Challenge will match new 
gifts for endowed scholarship and 

fellowship funds at the law 
School, providing an additional  
$1 for every $2 committed. For 
instance, a new $250,000 gift 
would be augmented with 
$125,000 from the Star Challenge. 

By structuring their gift in this 
way, the Stars provide the law School 
with additional means by which to 
motivate donors who are considering 
gifts for student financial aid, said 
Jeff Coates, the law School’s associ-
ate dean of alumni and development.

“Students are struggling to 
finance law school, and we want to 
do everything we can to make sure 
that outstanding students who want 
to attend Duke law School may do so 
regardless of their ability to pay,” said 
Coates. “we are tremendously grate-
ful to Stanley and elizabeth for recog-

nizing the urgency of this need, for devoting 
their own resources to support our students, 
and for helping us excite and inspire other 
donors who wish to help our students.”

Scholarship and fellowship funds are 
critically important in bringing the very 
best students to Duke law, said Bill Hoye, 
associate dean of admissions and student 
affairs. “The Star Scholarship will soon 
become, as Duke law’s mordecai Scholarship 
has already proven to be, one of the most 
sought-after scholarship awards among top 
applicants to the nation’s most selective 
law schools. i am thrilled that deserving 
new students will be able to proudly inform 
family, friends, and prospective employers 
that they have been named Star Scholars at 
Duke law School.” d

For information about establishing a 

scholarship or fellowship fund utilizing 

matching funds from the star challenge, 

contact Jeff coates at (919) 613-7175.

Stars	commit	$5	million	to	support	
student	scholarships,	financial	aid
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Once again the Stars have 
shown remarkable vision 
and leadership.”
 — dean david F. levi
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wHen JuDy HorowiTz began 
working with Duke law School’s 

international programs in 1981, only a 
handful of international lawyers were 
enrolled as llm and SJD students, and 
exchange relationships, summer institutes, 
and international alumni associations sim-
ply did not exist. 

Horowitz has worked closely with four 
consecutive deans of Duke law School to 
build a top-notch international Studies 
program at Duke law. in 2011–2012, 96 
attorneys were enrolled in the llm program 
and 15 students were in the SJD program. 
Duke law now has exchange agreements 
with 21 foreign universities; the Asia-
America institute in Transnational law and 
the Duke-Geneva institute in Transnational 
law are thriving, as is the Durham-based 
Summer institute on law, language and 
Culture; and alumni have organized clubs all 
over the world. 

Duke law School’s international alumni 
now number more than 1,200 and are 
engaged in every manner of legal endeavor. 
They are partners in major law firms, lead-
ing in-house legal departments, and promi-
nent judges, prosecutors, public interest 
lawyers, and government officials. without 
exception, all were affected by Horowitz dur-
ing their Duke education, and most count 
their time at Duke as being transformative.

“To me and to other students, Judy is 
the face of the law School’s internation-
alization,” said li Xiaoming ’90, partner 
and head of the China practice at white 
& Case in Beijing and a member of the 
Board of Visitors. li, who came to Duke as 
a nixon scholar, credited former deans Paul 
Carrington, Pamela Gann ’73, and Katharine 
Bartlett for their “vision, audacity, and per-
severance” in investing in programs that 
brought international students to Duke. 

 “Judy put all the pieces together. She is 
connected to students old and new, and she 
links all the continents,” li said. “She has a 
great wealth of knowledge of different cul-
tures, habits, and ways to communicate. She 
gives international Duke law students and 
alumni a voice.” 

To honor Horowitz’s pivotal role in trans-
forming it into an international institution, 
Duke law has created the Judy Horowitz 
Scholarship Fund, to which li and others have 
made leadership gifts. once fully endowed, it 
will provide a full scholarship each year to a 
deserving international scholar and create a 
permanent tribute to the architect of much of 
the law School’s international success. 

 “one of 
the remark-
able features 
of Duke law 
School is 

how international it is, and no one has done 
more to further its international presence 
and reputation than Judy Horowitz,” said 
Dean David F. levi. “The llm program that 
Duke has is a result of her hard work. The 
program is notable, in large part, because 
the llm students are so well integrated into 
the life of the law School and sit side by 
side with JD students in their classes. Judy 
and, now, Jennifer maher, work very hard to 
assure our foreign students that they will be 
welcomed into the intellectual community 
and student life of Duke law School. 

“This scholarship is our way of celebrat-
ing Judy’s achievement, and nothing could 
be more meaningful for her than a scholar-
ship in her name to assist deserving stu-
dents to come to the very programs that she 
did so much to create,” levi said. d

»  To contribute to the Judy horowitz scholarship Fund, contact the Alumni and 

development office at (919) 613-7017 or alumni_office@law.duke.edu.

The	Judy	Horowitz	Scholarship	honors	
architect	of	Duke’s	international	programs

Alumni from across Japan gathered in Tokyo on march 7 to celebrate Associate dean Judy horowitz’s tenure as the head of duke law’s international programs. 
dean david F. levi and Associate dean Jennifer maher ’83 (flanking horowitz, front row, center) attended the event with horowitz. 
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To me and to other students, 
Judy is the face of the Law 
School’s internationalization.” 
— li Xiaoming ’90



TheresA GilBerTsoN ’12 has been 

awarded a two-year postgraduate 

fellowship with New mexico Appleseed. 

The Albuquerque-based organization 

advocates for policy changes concerning 

hunger and education to benefit poor and 

underserved communities.

The fellowship supports Gilbertson’s inter-

est in policy creation and education.

“i’d like to build a repertoire of knowledge 

about how policy works on a meta scale,” she 

said. “looking at my work with the children’s 

law clinic, it’s person to person, on a case-

by-case basis. This will be an opportunity for me to see what policymakers, 

legislatures, and organizations can do on a different level to reach the same 

kinds of issues and problems.”

during her time at duke law, Gilbertson also worked with the innocence 

Project, the human rights society, and legal Aid of North carolina in addi-

tion to her public interest coursework.

Gilbertson said her work as a 2l in a seminar on gender violence in haiti 

has proven especially relevant to her fellowship work.

“we were actually crafting suggested provisions for civil codes and look-

ing at it from the perspective of what can the government do to address this 

really serious problem of violence against women and what is going to fit 

into this legal climate,” she said. “i think that will be really good preparation 

for the work i’m doing in New mexico because it will be those same issues of 

what’s going to work in this community.”

Before coming to duke, Gilbertson was involved with the child leader 

Project, a group at her university dedicated to social justice and education.

“i sort of see my fellowship with Appleseed as a continuation of that work. 

They have a lot of the same goals and interests,” Gilbertson said. “i’m look-

ing forward to the next step.” d

PeKiNG uNiVersiTY student Zhao 

minglei has been named the inaugural 

recipient of duke law school’s full-tuition 

Global leader scholarship. set to graduate this 

summer with a dual degree in economics and 

French linguistics, Zhao will be a member of 

the duke law Jd class of 2015.

Zhao was selected among nine scholarship 

finalists after a rigorous series of personal 

interviews held in Beijing in early march with 

Professor Paul haagen and several prominent 

chinese alumni:  Gao Xiqing ’86, president and 

chief investment officer of the china investment 

corporation and a duke university trustee; Yan 

Xuan ’87, president of Nielsen Greater china; li 

Xiaoming ’90, who heads the china offices of 

white & case and is a member of the Board of 

Visitors; and hui mei mls ’02, secretary of the 

china financial Futures exchange in shanghai.

“There is an enormous pool of talent in china,” 

said haagen, who chairs duke university’s china 

Faculty council. “we at duke are in the unusually 

favorable position of having distinguished alumni 

in china who are willing to put in the effort to help 

us identify and bring to the law school this new 

generation of china’s future leaders.  

“The first recipient of the scholarship, Zhao 

minglei, demonstrates a combination of excep-

tional academic achievement, courage, drive, and 

commitment to the betterment of society,” haagen 

added, noting that several of the nine finalists for 

the scholarship have opted to come to duke law 

this fall to participate in the llm or Jd programs.

 Zhao is a top student at Peking university, 

where he has been awarded several honors, includ-

ing the 2011 Feung sungtsun scholarship and 

the 2010 model student in Academics award. he 

attended harvard summer school in 2011 after 

working as an audit intern with ernst & Young in 

Beijing; in that capacity, he helped conduct the 

annual audit of industrial and commercial Bank of 

china and china life Pension.

A gay-rights activist, Zhao also has served as a 

volunteer with the chinese Association of Aids 

Prevention and control where he worked on legal 

issues for hiV-positive people and the china red 

ribbon Beijing Forum. Zhao said duke law’s long-

standing efforts to attract international students 

and, in particular, chinese students, were factors 

in his decision to apply.

“it was the first law school to attract chinese stu-

dents after the cultural revolution and those former 

chinese scholars have realized impressive changes 

in china,” he wrote. “duke university is also launch-

ing a new campus in Kunshan, breaking new ground 

by bringing liberal arts education [to] china. … duke 

is a school that cares about chinese students.” d

Duke Law awarDS inauguraL gLobaL LeaDer SchoLarShip in china

giLbertSon ’12 receiveS two year appLeSeeD feLLowShip

brYAN leiTch ’12 received the 2012 Burton legal writing Award at a black-tie ceremony at the library of 

congress on June 11. leitch was honored for his article, “where law meets Politics: Freedom of contract, 

Federalism, and the Fight over health care,” 27 J. L. & Pol. 177 (2011).

The Burton legal writing Awards recognize outstanding articles by practicing lawyers and law students “that are 

clear, concise, and comprehensive,” according to the website of the nonprofit Burton Foundation. They are selected by 

a panel of academics, jurists, and public servants. 

one of 15 honorees in the “law school” category, leitch wrote his paper as a 2l. he subsequently won duke law’s 

2011 Faculty Award for legal writing.

“Bryan wrote the best paper i have ever supervised,” said Professor Neil siegel, a constitutional law scholar and 

director of the Program in Public law who has focused much of his recent scholarship on the constitutionality of 

health care reform. “Before many seasoned academics saw clearly, Bryan insightfully mapped the ragged and blurry 

boundary between constitutional politics and constitutional law in the ongoing controversy over health care reform. i 

am proud of him, and i am proud to be part of a school that produces young lawyers like him.” d

Leitch ’12 winS burton LegaL writing awarD
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human rightS SeminarS, fieLD work, focuS on ghanaian Law reform, haiti houSing matterS

Two SPrinG SemeSTer seminars 
combined classroom study and 

research with field work to tackle real-world 
problems pertaining to human rights in 
Ghana and Haiti. 

eleven upper-year students focused on the 
legal, constitutional, and social provenance 
and implications of two bills pending before 
the Ghanaian parliament that would alter 
spousal intestate succession and property 
rights in that country. 

over their march study break, students in 
integrating legal Frameworks: Customary 
law, Statutory law, and Spousal Property 
rights in Ghana and their professors, Duke 
law Professor Kathryn webb Bradley and 
Divinity Professor esther Acolatse, immersed 
themselves in field research in the west 
African nation. in the eastern city of Ho and 
the capital, Accra, they met with an array of 
stakeholders in the legislative process, such as 
parliamentarians, grassroots women’s rights 
advocates, traditional and religious leaders, 
lawyers, jurists, and scholars. 

Guided by a partner at the law institute 
in Accra, the students subsequently produced 
materials for use by Ghanaian advocates 

pushing for the bills’ passage and by judges 
who will eventually be charged with the laws’ 
interpretation and implementation.

in a separate effort, seven 2Ls spent 
their march break in Haiti, working on 
three legal projects related to that country’s 
ongoing attempts to improve its legal system 
and to rebuild after a devastating 2010 
earthquake. The trip was a component of 
their self-initiated ad hoc seminar facilitated 
by Guy-uriel Charles, the Charles S. 
rhyne Professor of law and a native of the 
Caribbean nation. He had previously worked 
with four of the students following their 
2011 spring-break trip to 
Haiti to produce a video 
documentary on the plight 
of Haitians who lost their 
homes in the earthquake; 
they subsequently 
established the Haitian 
legal Advocacy Project at 
Duke law.

After classroom studies 
on the Haitian political, 
institutional, and consti-
tutional framework, the 

students elected to work in teams on issues 
pertaining to judicial reform, housing and 
relocation, and women’s rights.

The two human-rights related seminars 
represent a continuation of Duke law 
programs designed to offer students 
opportunities to apply their studies and 
skills in the area of human rights law to 
real-world problems. d

… and haiti

spring break field research in Ghana 

»  read and see more about these seminars 

at www.law.duke.edu/magazine.
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Reunion	
2012
reunion weekend brought alumni 

from classes ending in “2” and 

“7” back to duke law. The law 

Alumni Association honored 

robert e. harrington ’87, 

michael J. sorrell ’94,  

bruce L. rogers ’87, 

susanne i. haas LLm ’85, JD 

’87, and amy y. yeung ’06 

for their career achievements and 

service to the law school. d

’62
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Hooding	2012
JuStice StevenS teLLS 2012 graDuateS to incLuDe pro bono 
work in their careerS, aLwayS preServe integrity

JusTice JohN PAul sTeVeNs advised duke law school’s 2012 graduates to include “a significant 

amount of unpaid work” in their professional careers when he addressed them at their hooding cer-

emony on may 12. 

“whether it is bar association work, providing legal assistance to clients unable to pay, or political advo-

cacy of some sort, you will not only learn important lessons not taught in any law school course, but also 

receive unexpected intangible rewards from such work,” said stevens, who retired in June 2010 after serving 

for 35 years as an associate justice of the supreme court of the united states. 

stevens was addressing the members of the Jd and llm classes of 2012, who were subsequently hooded. 

Two hundred and twenty graduates received the Jd degree during duke’s weekend ceremonies, with 26 also 

earning an llm degree in international and comparative law, and 27 also receiving a master’s degree from 

another graduate school at duke university. Two Jd graduates earned simultaneous degrees through duke 

law school’s partnerships with other universities, harvard’s Kennedy school of Government and sciences 

Po, in Paris. Ninety-five internationally trained lawyers received llm degrees and 17 completed duke’s one-

year program in law and entrepreneurship.

stevens reminded the graduates that integrity is their greatest asset. “if your word is good, you will have a 

successful career,” he said, adding that “i don’t know” is a permissible answer to a question posed by a cli-

ent or prospective client. “Your ability to find answers to difficult questions and your good judgment are far 

more important assets than your ability to memorize black-letter rules.”

llm class speaker Frederik Grysolle and Jd class speaker Joanna darcus celebrated all the graduates 

had accomplished together — and their future potential. “i don’t have time to tell the stories of all that we 

have been part of and how we have been changed through innocence work, street law, clinics, and prepar-

ing tax returns,” said darcus. “But that was just our beginning. we are poised to be part of much more.”

“Now you are ready to take your place in a profession whose primary purpose is to keep the social fabric 

together and to keep the machinery of our democracy and our legal and economic systems well-oiled and 

fair,” dean david F. levi told the graduates.

“You have earned the right to join our distinguished body of alumni who practice law and serve the com-

mon good all over the world.”

At their Graduation Gala on may 10, members of the class of 2012 presented the dean with a check for 

$108,534. The gift represented 66 percent participation by members of the graduating class — exceeding the 

committee’s goal of 65 percent participation — as well as a $30,000 matching contribution from parents. The 

gift reflects “how much duke law means to us,” said class Gift committee co-chair Grayson lambert. d
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eiGHTeen JuDGeS from federal, 
state, and foreign courts spent early 

summer at Duke law, taking classes — 
and doing homework. 

 members of the inaugural class of the 
new master of laws in Judicial Studies 
program took courses on such subjects as 
analytical methods, international law in u.S. 
courts, federalism, forensic finance, and the 

study of the judiciary, many of which were 
taught by members of the Duke law faculty. 
u.S. Supreme Court Justice Samuel Alito 
taught a seminar entitled Constitutional 
Courts, and visiting jurists and scholars 
taught the weekly Judges’ Seminar. 

“we created this center because we saw 
there was a growing divide between the 
academy and the practicing bar and bench,” 

said John rabiej, director of the Center for 
Judicial Studies. “This program is one way 
in which we’ll bring the academy and the 
bench together to help bridge this divide.”

The curriculum is distinctive in focusing 
on the judiciary as an institution, added Jack 
Knight, the Frederic Cleaveland Professor of 
law and Political Science, who serves as co-
academic director of the Center for Judicial 

Dennis adjei 
Justice of The court of Appeal (Ghana)

robert e. belanger 
Judge, 19th Judicial circuit of Florida

Kevin a. blazs 
Judge, 4th Judicial circuit  
of Florida

andre m. Davis 
Judge, u.s. court of Appeals  
for the Fourth circuit

marsha erb 
Justice, court of Queen’s Bench  
of Alberta (canada)

Jon Ferguson 
Judge, superior court of california, 
san Bernardino county

Kem Thompson Frost 
Justice, court of Appeals  
for the 14th district of Texas

eva guzman 
Justice, supreme court of Texas

george c. hanks Jr. 
u.s. magistrate Judge,  
southern district of Texas

James e. hardin Jr. 
superior court Judge, 14th Judicial 
district of North carolina

robert hunter 
Judge, North carolina court  
of Appeals

barbara Jackson 
Associate Justice, supreme court  
of North carolina

From	courtroom	to	classroom
Duke’s	Master	of	Laws	in	Judicial	Studies	welcomes	its	first	class

Duke maSter of LawS in JuDiciaL StuDieS  inauguraL cLaSS

Teaching the Judges’ seminar, front l-r:  dean david F. levi; Judge denise Page hood, u.s. district court for the eastern district of michigan;  Judge Anthony J. 

scirica, u.s. court of Appeals for the Third circuit; Judge eldon c. Fallon, u.s. district court for the eastern district of louisiana; Professor Francis mcGovern; and 

Judge lee h. rosenthal, u.s. district court for the southern district of Texas.
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rabieJ JoinS Duke’S center for JuDiciaL 
StuDieS aS aDminiStrative Director

John rabiej joined duke law school’s center 

for Judicial studies as administrative director in 

February.  he brings more than 30 years’ experience 

working with judges to his role at duke, including 

nearly 20 years’ service as chief of the support office 

for the Judicial conference committee on the rules 

of Practice and Procedure and its five advisory com-

mittees on appellate, bankruptcy, civil, criminal, and 

evidence rules.  he also provided guidance on rules-related issues to the 

Judicial conference, the united states supreme court, and congress.

most recently, rabiej served as executive director and director of judicial 

outreach for The sedona conference®, where he remains a contributing editor.

rabiej is working closely with the center’s co-academic directors, Professors 

Jack Knight and mitu Gulati, to create and implement a variety of new pro-

grams to advance the center.  he oversaw the center’s first class of judges 

enrolled in its master of laws in Judicial studies program. 

“i have known John for many years because of his central role in the rule-

making process for the federal courts,” said dean david F. levi. “he has a 

wealth of knowledge about court practices and organization, judicial statis-

tics, and law reform. he is a leading expert on electronic discovery. he has 

worked closely with many judges over the years and is in a position to help 

connect the new center to leading thinkers in the bench and bar on a range 

of topics affecting the judiciary and the legal profession, which will be of 

great interest to our faculty and students.”

rabiej holds a bachelor’s degree from loyola university; a Jd from the 

university of illinois college of law; and a master’s degree from Georgetown 

university. he has published numerous articles on the federal rule-making 

process, civil procedure, and electronic discovery. he is a member of 

the American law institute and in 2011 received a distinguished service 

resolution from the Judicial conference rules committees. d

Conference:	Presidential	and	judicial		
oversight	of	administrative	agencies	
The center for Judicial studies’ inaugural conference, held on April 27, 

focused on presidential and judicial oversight of administrative agencies.  

leading academics, federal judges, and policymakers, including current 

and former officials from the white house’s office of information and 

regulatory Affairs (oirA), the u.s. Patent and Trademark office (usPTo), 

and the consumer Financial Protection Bureau, examined advances in the 

academic literature at the intersection of social science, law, and doctrine 

that can meaningfully be applied to executive and judicial decision-making. 

The daylong conference focused on four discrete topics: presidential over-

sight of administrative agencies through oirA; judicial oversight of adminis-

trative agencies; the formal analyses of judicial and agency decision-making, 

often empirically based, that are conducted by social scientists and legal 

scholars; and judicial oversight in patents and antitrust, two scientifically, 

technologically, and economically complex areas where the judiciary has 

been a dominant player in making law.  

“Administrative decision-makers and judges presented invaluable perspec-

tives on the scholarly articles that were presented,” said Arti rai, the elvin 

r. latty Professor of law.  rai co-organized the conference with John de 

Figueiredo, the edward and ellen marie schwarzman Professor of law. d

Studies with Professor mitu Gulati. “There are some traditional 
law school courses, focusing on jurisprudence and recent issues 
in law, and there are some social science courses, focusing on the 
administration of courts and how the courts are organized,” he 
said. “it is an interesting blend of approaches, and we are think-
ing it will facilitate productive discussions and perhaps new ideas 
for further scholarly study.”

The intensive four-week session, which began on may 20, rep-
resented the first of two sessions in the llm program for judges, 
the only one of its kind offered by a law school in the united 
States. The degree program requires 22 course credits earned in-
residence at Duke over two successive summer terms, as well as 
writing a thesis.

By all accounts, the students — who also had to keep up with 
their chambers and dockets during their time at Duke — got 
what they came for.

“it’s a major commitment,” Judge Andre Davis of the u.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit told a visiting reporter 
from the Durham Herald Sun. “it’s hard, hard for all of us, hard 
to arrange your schedule, and hard to take four weeks away. But 
it’s very meaningful to have this opportunity. And the benefits 
far outweigh the sacrifices.”

“i wanted to enhance my skill set, to be a good judge, the best 
judge i can be,” magistrate Judge George C. Hanks Jr. of the u.S. 
District Court for the Southern District of Texas told the same 
reporter. “i wanted to be in an atmosphere where i would have 
the time to think about the law. To do your job better, you have to 
understand how you do your job. And that’s what i’ve gotten here.”

They also had a chance to bond in class, over dinners, and at a 
Durham Bulls baseball game, and to learn from one another. 

“we have judges here from all levels,” said Texas Supreme 
Court Justice eva Guzman. “we’re learning how we have handled 
similar situations. we’re getting a broader view, and we’re able to 
explore issues that can only enhance the work we do.” d

renee cohn Jubelirer 
Judge, commonwealth court  
of Pennsylvania

simone marstiller 
Judge, Florida First district  
court of Appeal

Philip Pro 
Judge, u.s. district court,  
district of Nevada

Delissa ridgway 
Judge, u.s. court of  
international Trade

Donna stroud 
Associate Judge, North carolina  
court of Appeals

Patricia Timmons-goodson 
Associate Justice, supreme court  
of North carolina

To do your job better, you have to 
understand how you do your job. 
And that’s what I’ve gotten here.” 
— magistrate Judge George c. hanks Jr., u.s. district court 
for the southern district of Texas
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Dean Levi: when we looked at [the financial crisis] before, we looked at 

subprime mortgages, leverage in the system, derivatives. … with a little bit of 

history do we have a different set of explanations than we had before, or does it 

look pretty much the same? 

Professor cox: what we’ve all learned in the last few years is that a govern-

ment action can save the moment. what i fear is that dodd-Frank makes that 

government action less likely in the future. 

i think it’s amazing that the dow-Jones average today is above 13,000 given 

where we were and that we have banks where they are. we got there by this 

huge flushing of cash into the system worldwide. Trillions of dollars within 

months in the fall of 2008 — around the globe it was just flushed into econo-

mies around the world. we blew through stop signs in bailing out AiG. if it had 

failed, it would have been, i think, 70 to 80-fold larger than lehman. Then we 

passed dodd-Frank, which makes it clearly and explicitly illegal to save AiG 

in the future, as i understand it, unless we again go through a stop sign and 

are willing to draw down on the resolution authority. Government is not good 

about making choices and putting people to sleep, which is what the resolution 

authority is all about.

so historically, our institutions served us and served us fairly well. it looks 

like we’re going to lose $30, maybe $40 billion of TArP money, out of the hun-

dreds of billions that were expended. i think that’s a win-win. …

Professor baxter: i was both amused and delighted about the prescience of 

[the 2008 Duke Law Magazine story]. it was right in the middle of the catastro-

phe before people understood how big the catastrophe was. 

How THe SuBPrime morTGAGe CriSiS BeCAme A CreDiT CriSiS 

and threatened the u.S. financial system was the focus of Duke Law Magazine’s spring/

summer 2008 cover story. The issue went to press during a 

tumultuous period that saw the takeover or outright failure of 

major financial institutions, the evaporation of credit, and a 

near collapse of the worldwide financial system. in october 

2008 Congress passed the emergency economic Stabilization 

Act, which allowed the government to bail out failing banks 

and facilitated the establishment of the Troubled Asset relief 

Program (TArP), followed notably — and controversially — by 

passage of the Dodd-Frank wall Street reform and Consumer 

Protection Act (Dodd-Frank) in 2010.

where are we four years later? on march 22, Dean David F. levi discussed the finan-

cial crisis and steps toward recovery with Professors James Cox, Steven Schwarcz, 

lawrence Baxter, and Bill Brown, all internationally recognized experts on regulation 

and finance and frequently quoted commentators throughout the crisis. An excerpt of 

their conversation follows. » 
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… remember what happened in 2008: countrywide, Northern rock, Bear 

stearns, indymac, Fannie and Freddie into conservatorship. on one day — 

sept. 15, 2008 — lehman and merrill. These were quickly followed by the 

failure of wamu, the money-market mutual fund rmc “breaking the buck,” or 

putting a freeze on redemptions — it was about to be a catastrophe outside of 

the banking system — and wachovia was taken over by the Bank of America.

Then came the bailout legislation. … You had the TArP injections … the AiG 

bailout, which was massive. … [i]t would have been a catastrophe if we hadn’t 

done that. And then you’ve got the Fed emergency lending, which we’ve only 

recently learned about because it was all secret and took the courts to dis-

close it — an influx of billions and billions of dollars to the u.s. and foreign 

institutions. And then 11 of the largest banks were downgraded by the s&P on 

dec. 20. so we were in one hell of a black maelstrom. 

if you go back to that you realize that quite a lot of good stuff was done. 

… [w]e are really only now starting to get a feel for what really happened 

and what we’ve done to get on top of this crazy situation which, in hindsight, 

is probably quite good. so we’ve moved into focusing on systemic risk — all 

central banks around the world are dealing with that; the dodd-Frank Act creat-

ing the Financial stability oversight council; and on the international side the 

Basel committee on Banking supervision and the Financial stability Board 

focusing on this macro-economic picture and the systemic risks created by 

large financial institutions. i think that’s a huge advance. 

we’ve enhanced consumer protection. … The jury’s out on that — we don’t 

even know whether that agency will survive. But we’ve sort of flailed around all 

over the rest of the place. we’ve given the sec more funds and then we took 

them away, and we’ve got some fairly innocuous rules. But then we’ve got oth-

ers — which in my mind is just a hopeless overextension of regulation in the 

form of, for example, the Volcker rule, where there are attempts to structure a 

market that will not be structured in the way that it has been. 

we also have banks that are bigger than ever before. we have claimed that we 

have put an end to such bailouts as AiG and the banks, but i think if you read 

the conditions under which they can be approved, again, those conditions will 

always be satisfied in the middle of a maelstrom such as the one we were in: 

the president has to authorize it and there has to be joint agreement between 

the Treasury and the Fed. of course they’re going to agree if they’re faced with 

another AiG and if they think another lehman is going to happen.

… But if you step back and look at the big picture over, say, decades, we are 

really going through a very predictable event with a predictable cost. All crises 

have something running between 165 percent and 450 percent of GdP cost to 

them. in other words, these crises are far bigger in their costs than they look. 

TArP funds may have been paid back, but the cost in terms of unemployment, 

for example, is catastrophic. it has slowed GdP growth and so on.

Professor brown: … [w]e’ve just shifted the hubris from the banking sector 

to the government sector. At one point we thought that the banks could regu-

late themselves. we thought they had the incentive to regulate themselves, and 

what we didn’t fully appreciate is that they didn’t have the built-in incentives to 

regulate themselves. And now we’ve shifted it to the government.

i don’t believe that we can presciently regulate these markets in real time, 

and we purport to think that we can. …[w]e will always be coming up with new 

types of derivatives that will reach beyond any sort of regulatory oversight. i 

think we’ve gone into an even worse crisis. 

it’s like this: in 1987, it was yelling “fire” in a crowded theatre. in 1998 during 

the russian debt and long Term capital management crises, it was the same 

theatre, except there were 10 people in every seat because of leverage. in 2008 

it was the same theatre, but there were 100 people in every seat. This time, the 

leverage effects were compounded by complex financial derivatives. we keep 

allowing leverage to creep into the system. it doesn’t matter if it’s ’08, ’98, or 

’87; the problem was leverage. 

The sidekick to the leverage problem is the transparency problem. we have 

not forced transparency to the level that we should have forced it. in fact, we 

blinked back in the middle of the crisis; the accounting profession pulled back 

on that. And when the accounting profession pulled back on its enforcement of 

the transparency rules late in the first quarter of 2009, the stock market actu-

ally found its bottom within a week. 

“We have claimed that we have put 
an end to such bailouts as AIG and 
the banks, but I think if you read the 
conditions under which they can be 
approved, again, those conditions will 
always be satisfied in the middle of a 
maelstrom such as the one we were in.” 
 — Professor lawrence Baxter
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Professor schwarcz:  i agree that leverage can be very problematic if it’s 

excessive. But a very fundamental question is, why can’t banks and other finan-

cial institutions regulate themselves in a way that makes sense? if it is not sen-

sible for these institutions to have so much leverage, why do they have it, and 

why does government have to be paternalistic? 

i think there are at least two explanations. one explanation is conflicts of 

interest — not only conflicts between owners and managers of financial insti-

tutions but, i believe more importantly, intra-firm conflicts between senior 

managers and middle managers. The problem is that middle managers, such 

as vice presidents and senior analysts, are almost always paid under short-term 

compensation schemes, misaligning their interests with the long-term interests 

of the firm. 

complexity is greatly exacerbating this conflict. Financial markets and prod-

ucts have become so complex, for example, that senior managers don’t always 

fully understand what technically sophisticated middle managers are doing. 

Thus, as the value-at-risk (Var) model for measuring investment-portfolio risk 

became more accepted, financial firms began compensating middle managers 

not only for generating profits but also for generating profits with low risks, as 

measured by Var. secondary managers turned to investment products with 

low Var risk profile, like credit default swaps that generate small gains but only 

rarely have losses. They knew, but did not always explain to their superiors, that 

any losses that might eventually occur would be huge. 

Another explanation is an externality problem. Financial institutions indi-

vidually may well decide to engage in profitable financial transactions even 

though doing so could increase risk to third parties and the financial system 

itself, because much of the harm from a possible systemic collapse would be 

externalized onto other market participants as well as onto ordinary citizens 

impacted by the collapse. Thus, a financial institution that books a deal and 

engages in a transaction is going to get a fee; it’s going to get an immediate 

gratification, 100 percent, for closing the transaction. most likely the systemic 

impact won’t occur, and even if it does, a good chunk of the cost is going to be 

externalized outside the firm.  

i also want to tie into what Jim was saying before. i think the most disastrous 

thing that dodd-Frank does is to modify section 13(3) of the Federal reserve 

Act so that the Fed cannot save failing financial firms. The rationale for that 

modification was to avoid moral hazard (that is, risky behavior motivated by 

the section 13(3) safety net) on the part of financial institutions that considered 

themselves too big to fail. what is unfortunate about this, however, is that we 

sometimes need a safety net. 

A better approach, i think, would be to try to internalize the cost of the safety 

net — such as by creating a systemic risk fund and internalizing its cost by 

requiring systemically risky firms to contribute to the fund, much like the Fdic 

requires banks to contribute to the deposit insurance fund. That not only would 

internalize those externalities but also would remove the incentive of large 

firms to externalize these types of systemic costs. You might even be able to 

trigger a degree of cross-monitoring among financial institutions, so the insti-

tutions responsible for contributing money to the fund would monitor each 

other. That would be something that i think would be very, very good.

Levi: leverage and the other problems we experienced in 2008 — maybe too 

big to fail — are these susceptible to regulatory solutions?

 

cox: my feeling is that we would be reluctant to do that, because it gets into 

operations and we like to let business have its head. so we tend to chip around 

it and worry about things like transparency and incentives instead of trying to 

put limitations on leverage. 

moreover, as Bill points out, the pressure that congress brought to bear, 

in response to lobbying forces, on the accounting standard setters who 

were trying to introduce more discipline into the valuation of the assets and 

the transparency issues again, i think, reflected that our political process is 

amenable to inputs and pressure and that we’re not going to be very good 

about setting leverage levels and such. so we’ll just chip away at the edges. 

And that’s what we’ve done.

brown: leverage happens through borrowing. most people don’t fully 

appreciate that leverage also happens naturally through derivatives. it’s part 

of them. if someone buys an option for $10 million that actually controls $100 

million of securities, leverage is happening. … And the more complex [deriva-

tives] are, the more leverage actually arises. we have an area right now where 
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you actually have infinite leverage and we routinely tolerate that every day — 

and that is the futures exchanges in chicago.

i can start a day with no position. Then, at a later point in the day, i can 

have a $10 billion position in the market, and as long as i close it out by 

the end of the day, i do not have to post any margin. while i get to receive 

gains and pay losses, i do not have to post margin. That is infinite leverage. 

There are major participants in the market who do this. And while we might 

have heard of some of these participants, most are virtually unknown. Think 

about it. unknown participants are controlling large positions and posting 

no margins. 

A thinly capitalized high-frequency trading firm might have have intra-day 

positions open with several different wall street brokers. if all of a sudden 

a major market disruption occurred, as it did on 9/11, and the markets were 

closed down, we’d be in bad shape — especially if there were several of these 

trading ghosts in the same boat. And then we’d be focused on rescuing these 

firms and all the people to whom they owed their margin. instead, we should 

be fixing the problem today.

we allow this stuff to happen. This is beyond the sec’s purview right now. 

i’m predicting that the next crisis will involve high-frequency trading, and it will 

bring this country to its knees such that we will think that what we just went 

through was a picnic.  

Levi: i’m trying to get a sense of where the four of you are on the optimism/

pessimism scale. Jim, you’re feeling that we came through something and we 

came through in oK shape perhaps?

cox: oK shape, but the question is, did we learn enough lessons from the 

past that we can go forward and do what we need to so this doesn’t happen 

again? … The little i’ve read about dodd-Frank makes me think we’ve only 

made modest steps in that direction. we’ve been able to increase the fees that 

go into the Fdic so we can protect depositors a little bit more going forward, 

but at the same time, the real risks that are out there are what Bill was talk-

ing about — it’s in the futures markets, the options, and most importantly 

the swap markets. my understanding about what’s happened there is that the 

Volcker rule notwithstanding, we’ve not made many changes and there’s still a 

huge amount of risk in the marketplace.

brown: let’s be really clear here. The best regulation that you could ever have 

for financial institutions is to turn them back into partnerships. 

cox: Absolutely. 

baxter: That’s a powerful point. one of the big problems is other people’s 

money. Financing the operation through debt is a major problem. 

But the problem goes even deeper. And that’s why, rather than saying i’m 

optimistic or pessimistic, i’m fatalistic. These problems are now being driven 

by very big macro events, one of which is the massive rise in sovereign debt. 

As long as you’ve got these funding means, you have to have very large 

financial institutions to make the markets in sovereign debt — to invest in that 

government debt. And that means that you’ll never get rid of very big, zombie, 

inefficient financial institutions, as long as you’ve got very big, zombie, inef-

ficient governments that simply are spending more than we are generating by 

way of income. so that’s the first macro element that’s going to continue driv-

ing this problem. And we see it in full color in europe right now, but it’s only a 

matter of time until it catches up with us.

You’ve got a split in the world between debtor nations and creditor nations. 

The u.s. used to be a creditor nation but it’s now a debtor nation. And then 

you’ve got a further split between debtor nations that can print money, such 

as the u.s. and the u.K. and those that can’t, such as the eurozone. And that’s 

why we’re seeing the problem emerging first there.

“The best regulation that you could ever 
have for financial institutions is to turn 
them back into partnerships.” 
— Professor Bill Brown ’80

“What the recent crisis has clearly shown 
is that it’s not enough to protect banks or 
even financial institutions; we also need to 
protect financial markets because markets 
can be the triggers and transmitters of 
systemic collapse.” — Professor steven schwarcz
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The other big force is an expectation that’s become cultural in business, 

which is a return on equity. so the expectation is a return on equity of 15 to 

20 percent. That’s what’s causing the kind of action that Bill talks about. it’s a 

desperation in businesses to reach those levels. … The institutions have to keep 

[returns] coming in at that level or they will go down. There will be a withdrawal 

of capital from them.

brown: i think we will all be surprised that when this book is written five years 

from now, it is the private sector that will have bailed us out. … i think the pri-

vate sector has cash balances unlike any government. 

schwarcz: lawrence has identified a very important collective action prob-

lem among firms. … You have firms that are engaging in very risky behavior to 

get a return, because if they don’t, other firms will get the return and investors 

will withdraw their money. But aren’t collective action problems exactly the 

types of problems that governments can solve and should be solving? so how 

can we structure legislation to achieve that? 

baxter: we start with transparency. we pretend we have transparency 

but, for example, it’s very hard to get to the truth on the leverage ratio of 

any institution. why? Because of all the monkey business that goes on with 

weighting the assets. what gets a zero-risk weighting? sovereign debt. why? 

we’ve just seen sovereign debt cause problems everywhere. And when a 

sovereign defaults, the default is a disguised one, like devaluation of the 

currency, but the result is ultimately the same thing. And we give sovereign 

debt a zero weighting. well, there’s a co-dependency, i think, that exists. 

And so it’s very hard for the market to tell what’s going on and to distinguish 

accurately between one institution as opposed to another. until you do that, 

you continue to have this debate. 

schwarcz: Another part of the problem is that we’ve tranched everything and 

split up all the risk so finely that we’ve created what i refer to as a marginaliza-

tion of risk. Any given financial market participant, even financial institutions, 

may have so little at stake in any given deal that it doesn’t take the time to 

engage in sufficient due diligence. 

brown: let’s face it, it wouldn’t be a problem except for leverage.

schwarcz: … But leverage is a two-edged sword. limiting leverage is great in 

terms of being conservative. on the other hand, a firm is less competitive if its 

leverage is too limited. we don’t know what should be appropriate for any given 

firm, and we’re competing in a global economy.

baxter: i agree. i think it’s better to go with the risk, but then create a system 

that is resilient when it runs into trouble. The problem is that we’ve developed 

a system where we can’t stand failure because [the banks are] too big to liqui-

date in a manageable fashion. But i agree with you. i don’t think we can stop 

bubbles up front. 

schwarcz: A piece i did a couple of years ago that was published in the 

Washington University Law Review uses chaos theory to analyze regulation of com-

plex financial markets and products. usually associated with very complex engi-

neering systems, chaos theory posits the system inevitably will break down. You 

therefore have to manage for the breakdown to mitigate its consequences. There 

are ways to do that in the financial system. one of the ways was section 13(3) of 

the Federal reserve Act, which dodd-Frank modified. … That was probably the 

most important way to mitigate consequences, and yet it was effectively deleted. 

Also, we’ve never had that kind of protection — mitigating systemic con-

sequences — for financial markets. what the recent crisis has clearly shown 
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is that it’s not enough to protect banks or even financial institutions; we also 

need to protect financial markets because markets can be the triggers and 

transmitters of systemic collapse.

For example, although the recent financial crisis is often associated with 

lehman’s collapse, the problem wasn’t that collapse per se. The problem was 

that lehman had a lot of very highly leveraged mortgage-backed securities, which 

had a relatively small component of subprime risk. once the mortgage-backed 

securities market collapsed, parties lost faith in lehman’s ability to repay them. 

Furthermore, the investor community lost confidence in credit ratings and debt 

markets, effectively cutting off lending and impacting the real economy.  

brown: … i remember something the reserve Bank of New Zealand published 

in the spring of 2007, which told me we were getting ready to go for a tumble. 

in a nutshell, it showed that we had five times more in derivatives on debt than 

we had in all underlying debt itself. This is leverage on leverage. it was nuts! 

Levi: so it’s January 2013. You get a call and the president — whoever it is — 

asks you for two recommendations. what would those two things be?

brown: You impose margin and capital requirements not on the basis of 

what’s on the books at 5 p.m. You put it on the maximum position of what’s 

on the books during the entire trading day. That’s the futures market and pro-

prietary trades.  it hits prop trading right square in the nose, because it says, 

“we don’t care what you’re doing as much as we care about the extent to which 

you’re doing it.” 

And put all investment banks back into partnerships. Put all this stuff back 

into partnerships and determine what risk actually can be taken. make commer-

cial banks inviolate, and anything else has to be in some form of partnership.

i do think that on the innovation side, there is demand for bullet-proof insti-

tutions. i think there’s demand for trading structures that are bullet proof. i 

think there’s demand for a lot of it. so i look at it and say, “hey, this could 

very well be a market opportunity.” And if you can innovate and pull together 

a group of people who will innovate to solve some of these problems, you will 

have a product that people want.

baxter: i’m with Bill. reduce leverage in the system as fast as possible — but 

i am skeptical whether you can pull it off. The other solution would be adjust-

ing expectations of the public to the prospective debts we are continuing to 

incur, in the form of escalating retirement benefits, medical benefits, etc. … 

You’d have to be prepared to be thrown out at the end of it. But i think that’s 

where the fundamental priorities are — we’ve gotten way ahead of ourselves.

obviously i like innovation, too. Because if you can grow the real economy, 

and you can grow productivity, you’ve solved the problem. But you have to 

grow it really fast to catch up with what we’re incurring.

brown: we’ve seen the ability, though, of innovation not to need 

government intervention. 

Levi: You like Bill’s two suggestions but you don’t think they’re very practical. 

You would like the president to downwardly adjust people’s expectations for 

the return on their savings for their retirement and their pensions. And you 

want to stimulate innovation.

cox: we have to grow the pie. 

baxter: And i can’t see any other way than innovation and corporate revival.

schwarcz: i don’t think we’re going to be able to prevent problems ex ante. 

i think we have to try to muddle through, letting the private sector do what it 

can. if there’s a real screw-up, let’s provide some safety nets that do not create 

moral hazard. As mentioned, i think we can begin to do that through a priva-

tized systemic risk fund.

cox: my two wishes are structural: To return that part of Glass-steagall that 

separated the depository institutions from the rest of them, and then to selec-

tively bust [certain financial institutions] up into much smaller groups. if we’re 

going to continue to buy the implicit guarantee of home ownership for loans, 

then we’d better make sure it’s happening through organizations that compete 

against each other on quality and performance. 

so i would continue to have that implicit guarantee, but i would have a much 

smaller Freddie and Fannie, and then i would like to have the depository insti-

tutions smaller too. … it doesn’t seem to make any sense to me why we would 

want to have depository institutions have any relationship to either underwrit-

ing or trading desks. Period. i think that change could be made fairly easily and 

not create a lot of disruption.

Levi: Final thoughts?

cox: it’s interesting how many of these answers come back to not the political 

will, but the political ability to accomplish things. if there’s not a lot of hope 

there for political change, there’s not a lot of hope for the financial system.

baxter: maybe the election helps. maybe it’s time for a showdown with 

the election. 

schwarcz: we’ve talked a lot about transparency. i think things have got-

ten so complex in the financial system that transparency — at least complete 

transparency — is just not going to happen. … we’re far beyond the realm 

of what we as individual human beings can fully assimilate. we may even 

be beyond the realm of what financial institutions, at least on a cost-benefit 

basis, can feasibly understand.

baxter: we’ve gone way beyond a lapse of due diligence into an impossibility 

of due diligence. 

schwarcz: But the silver lining is that it’s a really interesting time for us to be 

academics in this area. d

“… Many of these answers come back 
to not the political will, but the political 
ability to accomplish things. If there’s not 
a lot of hope there for political change, 
there’s not a lot of hope for the financial 
system.” — Professor James cox
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on June 6, the inf luential Financial Times’ blog “Alphaville” 
gave consideration to a novel proposal developed by four Duke 
law students for addressing italy’s liquidity crisis. using a cre-
ative interpretation of an italian decree, the students proposed 
that italy extend the maturities of existing debt that had been 
borrowed at low rates. Doing that, instead of borrowing on the 
markets at high rates, could help it weather the current crisis, the 
students suggested. 

“we recommend that italy reprofile its debt by extending the 
maturities on the medium to long-term debt governed by italian 
law,” wrote Andrew edelen, Paige Gentry, Jessalee landfried, and 
Theresa monteleone, all of the Class of 2013. “By extending the 
maturities, italy can lock in lower interest rates, which will give it 
the stability it needs to weather shocks to the market and demon-
strate its fiscal responsibility. italy’s debt stock is ideal for a repro-
filing as a majority of its debt consists of instruments that can 
easily be changed and because italian banks own a large percent-
age of the debt … a majority of its bonds have low coupon rates, are 
governed by italian law, and have no contract terms.”

The students developed the idea of maturity extension in their 
international Debt Finance class this spring. Taught by Professor 
mitu Gulati (and frequently joined by Professor michael Bradley of 
Duke’s Fuqua School of Business and other scholars and lawyers 
working on debt issues), the course focused on solutions to the 
ongoing eurozone sovereign debt crisis. Bradley and Gulati are 
currently involved in empirical work aimed at evaluating solutions 
to the crisis; they were drafted to teach the course by Associate 
Dean elizabeth Gustafson ’86, who saw the unfolding crisis as 
a rare teaching and learning opportunity — and one that fit well 
with the law School’s integrated learning model, which blends 

substantive law with hands-on learning.
Gulati also has collaborated with lee 

Buchheit, a partner at Cleary Gottlieb 
Steen & Hamilton and a prominent sov-
ereign debt expert. Their recent work 
was profiled in a march 6 New York 
Times story, “An Architect of a Deal Sees 
Greece as a model,” and has been par-
ticularly influential in the negotiations 
over Greece’s debt.

As he has presented ideas for addressing the various eurozone 
debt problems to scholars and lawmakers, Gulati frequently draws 
from the work of his students, noting that they have developed a 
range of creative and impressive ideas relevant to the debt crisis. 
“it was fun to teach students who were willing to think outside the 
box,” he said. “i learned a lot from them.”

Some examples: melissa Boudreau ’13 explored the legality of a 
mandate to retrofit certain contract provisions (specifically collec-
tive action clauses) into local law bonds, which constituted the vast 
majority of Greece’s debt prior to its restructuring in march 2012. 
in her paper “restructuring Sovereign Debt under local law: 
Are retrofit Collective Action Clauses expropriatory?,” 2 Harvard 
Business Law Review Online 164 (may 8, 2012), she drew on inter-
national and domestic materials to evaluate whether passage of 
the mandate would create an opportunity for disgruntled creditors 
to bring successful lawsuits in American courts. Her paper has 
implications for litigation that is the likely fallout of the march 
restructuring of Greek debt, Gulati said.  

Keegan Drake JD/mBA ’14 studied the implementation of col-
lective action clauses (CACs) in existing sovereign bond contracts. 
For his paper “Disenfranchisement in Sovereign Bonds,” Drake 
analyzed hundreds of foreign-law sovereign bond contracts and 
found that some sovereign debt instruments allow a government 
to vote to modify its own contract terms and reduce its obligations 
to private creditors. Gulati said that Drake’s findings have direct 
relevance for the ongoing attempts to draft new sovereign bond 
contracts that ensure more orderly resolutions for future crises.

yet another team of second-year students, including Boudreau, 
matt mcGuire, logan Starr, and Andrew yates, developed a paper 
encouraging italy to lessen its debt load through a voluntary bond 
exchange in which italy issues new italian-law bonds with reduced 
principal in exchange for increased investor protections against 
further restructuring.

Gulati credits his students with contributing notable scholar-
ship and useful proposals for resolving the european debt crisis. 
“They worked extremely hard on difficult and contentious ques-
tions and did much more work than i could reasonably have asked 
of them,” he said. “it is superb work.” d

Tackling the European debt crisis

»  To view faculty and student scholarship related to financial regulation, systemic 

risk, and the european debt crisis, visit www.law.duke.edu/magazine.
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Duke Law Magazine: what have been the most significant regulatory 

improvements since 2008?

 

michael Krimminger: i would point to four things. First, there is now a 

framework in place to provide for an additional level of advance planning — 

resolution planning — and prudential and market oversight by the Financial 

stability oversight council. This is provided by Title i of dodd-Frank [the 

dodd–Frank wall street reform and consumer Protection Act]. That’s some-

thing you didn’t have before. Bank holding companies over $50 billion, of 

course, were always subject to oversight, but now you also have a framework 

that can subject designated non-banks, so-called siFis [systemically important 

financial institutions] to an additional level of oversight. 

The caveat to Title i is that it is very much dependent upon what the regula-

tors actually do with it — whether or not they take action to make it work. … in 

short, it remains to be seen whether regulators will be able and willing to take 

timely action in the future.

The resolution-planning element is a significant development. under section 

165(d) of Title i, the Fdic and the Federal reserve have adopted a joint regula-

tion requiring the largest financial companies to prepare detailed resolution 

plans demonstrating how they could be wound down under the Bankruptcy 

code. This will require the companies to take a hard look at how they do busi-

ness and whether they need to take action to simplify their operations to pro-

vide a credible plan for their resolution under the Bankruptcy code. That’s a 

tough standard. And i think we need to make sure that’s implemented in a very 

aggressive way. 

The second major thing is that there are now a series of steps being taken 

to improve the resiliency of the financial system. it includes things like mov-

ing derivatives over to central counter-party systems where possible, trying to 

reduce dramatically the use of over-the-counter derivative transactions — you 

can’t eliminate them entirely — and reforms such as the Volcker rule, which 

can have some impact on de-risking parts of the system. These reforms remain 

under development through rulemakings — and as with many other parts of 

dodd-Frank it all depends on how those rules are finally adopted and how they 

are actually implemented. The best rules in the world are useless unless they 

are actually enforced. 

The third major area that’s really vital for change is the Title ii resolution 

authority. under Title ii of dodd-Frank, if the Bankruptcy code is viewed as 

creating too great a risk of contagion effects across the market if it is used to 

wind down a financial company, the Fdic can be appointed as a receiver and 

resolve the company in a way to minimize the disruption from the failure while 

making sure that shareholders and creditors bear the losses. it’s done in a way 

that would support the market’s overall liquidity and keep the market function-

ing. That’s something we didn’t have in 2008 and that’s why Treasury chose to 

propose TArP and why the Fdic participated in providing support to certain 

companies. That cannot be repeated. if the market understands there is a viable 

and credible process for closing down these firms, then investors and the mar-

ket will be more likely to internalize a new reality that these firms are no longer 

too big to fail and to actually make them pay the freight for the risk they pose to 

the system. market participants must come to view the largest, and most com-

plex, financial companies as potentially subject to failure and, therefore, to look 

at their credit quality on a true market basis, rather than with the expectation of 

government support. This is critical if we truly believe in free markets. 

And that relates to the fourth element — addressing the cross-border opera-

tions of the largest financial companies. i’m pleased to say that the level of 

cooperation and the working relationships on the international stage — often 

behind the scenes — between the regulators and resolution authorities around 

the globe have shown tremendous improvement and development. These 

developments are particularly critical in the key jurisdictions where u.s. com-

The regulator’s view:
A conversation with Michael Krimminger ’82, partner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton, former general counsel, FDIC

A S DePuTy To THe CHAirmAn for policy and, from november 2010 to may 2012, as 
general counsel of the Federal Deposit insurance Corp., michael Krimminger helped the agency 
address domestic and international banking issues and develop regulatory changes and policy 
initiatives in response to the financial crisis. in a nutshell, Krimminger describes the financial 
meltdown of 2008 as a “perfect storm” of opaque transactions; the evaporation of investor confidence 
in the markets; a highly-leveraged system in which risk was grossly underestimated; and an 
inadequate statutory infrastructure. The long period of unusually favorable market conditions also led 
regulators themselves to ignore danger signals and fail to take action to stem excessive risk-taking by 
regulated financial companies, he says. in combination, this led to both the markets and regulators 
failing to take action against a growing shadow banking and mortgage-origination system until the 
bubble burst and the crisis spiraled out of control. As Krimminger describes it, the inadequacies of the 
statutory frameworks to deal with such a broad market disruption led to necessary, but unfortunate, 
actions to prevent an even greater destabilization of the financial system.   

in late march, Krimminger, now a partner at Cleary Gottlieb in washington, talked to Duke Law 
Magazine about the regulatory reforms that have emerged in the wake of the meltdown. An excerpt of 
the conversation follows. »
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panies have the vast bulk of their cross-border operations and exposures. of 

course, some people still say, “You can’t deal with these international [prob-

lems] because u.s. firms have operations in 100 different countries.” … while 

true on its face, the fact is virtually all u.s. firms, no matter how involved they 

are internationally, have more than 95 percent of their exposures and opera-

tions in fewer than 10 countries. And 80 percent, roughly, consist of operations 

in the u.K. or through the u.K. so we have been focused specifically on devel-

oping relationships and developing joint planning and parallel reviews for reso-

lution planning for British firms and u.s. firms with u.K. authorities. There has 

been a tremendous amount of progress. … it’s an effort closely coordinated 

with the Federal reserve and the occ [office of comptroller of the currency] 

and other regulators. 

The key thing from a u.s. perspective is that the key reforms very much 

reflect the resolution regime that was adopted in dodd-Frank and it is built 

very fundamentally on the Fdic’s resolution process for banks that’s been in 

place for 70-plus years. in effect, the dodd-Frank and Fdic resolution process 

is the international model. 

i [was] a member of the resolution steering Group for the FsB and the cross-

border crisis management working Group, and a number of other multilateral 

efforts. These efforts, in my view, have made a big difference. europe is moving 

ahead with reforms that will help implement these things. The British are very 

aggressive in moving ahead with planning and reforms. And this is something 

that is going to be a major effort over the next few years. it’s going to make the 

likelihood of a cooperative resolution of a major financial firm, if one gets in 

trouble, exceedingly more likely than it’s ever been in the past.

DLM: how has dodd-Frank changed the prospects for future bailouts of 

troubled financial firms? 

Krimminger: dodd-Frank modified section 13(3) of the Federal reserve Act 

in one significant way, but mostly in fairly benign ways. 

The significant way is that you can’t provide liquidity support or bailout sup-

port for a specif ic company. That’s a good thing. look at it this way: At the end 

of 2008 and in 2009 as the smoke was clearing from the rubble, we had maxi-

mized moral hazard and minimized market discipline because we essentially 

guaranteed the capital structure of the 19 largest financial firms in the united 

states. To address that, we needed to put market discipline back in and mini-

mize moral hazard. really, the only way to do that is to say “we’re not going to 

be doing bailouts in the future.” so section 13(3) needed to have a restriction 

put into it so that you couldn’t do an individual firm bailout.

But 13(3) continues to give very broad terms for the Fed to provide system-

wide liquidity support. And that can be done in a variety of ways as has hap-

pened in the past. it just can’t be targeted on a single company. 

This all has to be viewed as part of a reform package that includes a new reso-

lution regime. my view is this: if you believe in a free market, you have to believe 

in the freedom, so to speak, to fail. And financial companies should not be put 

on any kind of golden pedestal any more than any other company. we have to 

make sure that we have the ability to provide liquidity to the system — which 

is what 13(3) does and what the provisions for the debt guarantee program that 

the Fdic can offer under dodd-Frank does. And if you can’t survive based on 

overall liquidity to the system, then you need to be closed and resolved. we just 

need to make sure you can be closed and resolved in a way that doesn’t create a 

catastrophe for the system itself. That’s what Title ii is about.

DLM: it’s January 2013 and the president, whoever it is, asks you to make two 

recommendations for improving the overall system further. what still needs to 

be done?

Krimminger: i think i would want to make sure that there is complete admin-

istration support and aggressive advocacy for implementing the additional 

capital and systemic stabilization efforts that we put into place as a result of 

the crisis. There should not be a backing off of that. That includes things like 

making sure that the Basel iii capital standards are put in place; making sure 

that liquidity standards are put in place; making sure that you put in place a 

more realistic structure for money-market mutual funds, commercial paper 

and other things. That would be one of the key areas that i would say [needs 

improvement]. some of that involves making companies pay the cost they 

would impose upon the system if they were to crash, and therefore would lead 

to some simplification of financial companies. 

i don’t believe that we necessarily need to break up the large banks or com-

panies, but i believe that we need to make sure that they pay the actual social 

cost of their size and complexity. And if they can operate efficiently after paying 

the social costs, then that’s fine. if they can’t, they need to de-risk or reduce 

themselves in size so they can be a more functioning part of the normal finan-

cial system. … 

The second thing i would suggest is a real drive by the administration at the 

highest level to ensure that there is a cooperative effort brought to bear on 

cross-border issues with other countries across the globe. This should entail 

taking a real hard, fresh look at the global financial system and identifying how 

we can make sure that it is more resilient in a way that promotes economic 

growth but doesn’t do that at the cost of creating a boom-bust cycle interna-

tionally. … right now the international infrastructure is very much focused on 

a North American and european framework, with the addition of Japan and 

some other countries. we need to bring into the international/global financial 

system, in a very clear, cooperative way, countries like india and china that are 

becoming more involved, but we need to make sure that they see the current 

international infrastructure and framework as being very much in their inter-

ests. i don’t rely upon people’s good faith or countries’ good faith, but i think 

that if you make something in someone’s interest, they will be more predictable 

in their reactions to it than they would be if it wasn’t.

DLM: Are there limits to the ways regulation can address problems with trans-

parency that may be due to complexity?

Krimminger: There are definitely limits to regulation. That’s why i’ve always 

been a big advocate of a supportive infrastructure that does two things. First, 

it has regulation in place that requires certain standards to be met. of course, 

“I don’t believe that we necessarily need 
to break up the large banks or companies, 
but I believe that we need to make sure 
that they pay the actual social cost of their 
size and complexity.” — michael Krimminger ’82
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Duke Law Magazine: what does this news from JPmorgan chase tell you 

about what banks, policymakers, and regulators have learned since the 2008 

financial meltdown?

senator Kaufman: There hasn’t been very much done, in fact, to alter 

what caused the great financial meltdown. i think the multibillion dollar loss 

is the latest example of the fact that it’s still easy for financial institutions to 

make the same type of bad bets that caused the taxpayer bank bailout and 

could lead to one in the future.

DLM: what are your biggest concerns?

Kaufman: The same concerns i talked about on the senate floor. The same 

things i talked about in the senate committees. First, you have to decide what 

caused the meltdown — what you believe the problem was. For example, 

many oppose any real financial regulation because they don’t believe that wall 

street had anything to do with the problem.

i think the repeal of Glass-steagall in 1999 [the 1930s-era legislation that 

separated commercial and investment banking activities] and our failure to 

regulate derivatives by enacting the commodity Futures modernization Act 

(cFmA) of 2000 were two of the very big problems.

Staying Vigilant:
A conversation with Senator Ted Kaufman, visiting professor of the practice

TeD KAuFmAn represented Delaware in the united States Senate from Jan. 16, 2009 
to nov. 15, 2010, after which he chaired the Congressional oversight Panel for the Troubled 
Asset relief Program (TArP) until its completion in April 2011. on the Senate f loor, in 
committee, in his frequent public commentary, and in Duke law’s Duke in D.C. program 
where he teaches Federal Policymaking and oversees externships as a visiting professor of 
the practice, Kaufman has called for financial regulation that would, among other things, 
separate commercial and investment banking activities, pare down the size of too-big-to-
fail banks, and track the market impact of high-frequency trading. in spite of such positive 
developments as the formation of the Consumer Finance Protection Board and moves by 
the Financial Stability oversight Counsel to begin addressing systemic risk, he expresses 
frustration with regulatory progress to date. 

Kaufman talked with Duke Law Magazine about his ongoing concerns in mid-may, shortly 
after the announcement by JPmorgan Chase of a $2 billion (now estimated at more than 
$3 billion) loss attributed, by the bank, to “hedges.” »

regulations can be gamed and you have to understand that this is just part 

of life, because people are very smart in the financial markets.

The other thing you need to do is make sure the market infrastructure 

supports the regulatory goals. An example would be that you need to 

have certain requirements regarding risk retention and securitization 

so that people have skin in the game and also requirements that 

transaction structures and reporting are sufficiently transparent so that 

the risks can be understood by investors. And then you ensure that the 

market infrastructure puts in place a sort of risk/reward incentive for 

that. so you make sure there’s transparency. And if there’s transparency 

the market will — if you believe in markets — be more likely to reward 

the “smart money” than the “dumb money,” because people will have 

an advantage if they can actually understand what’s underlying the 

transaction. i think transparency will help lead to a somewhat reduced 

level of complexity. i would even go so far as to have some limitations 

upon the level of complexity you can have in securitization deals. There 

are a lot of other types of transactions, of course — credit default 

swaps and collateralized debt obligations and others can be incredibly 

complex, but i think you can’t do it just by regulation. That just creates 

other opportunities. You have to make sure the market structure itself 

supports the regulatory goal. 

 sometimes it’s very easy to be cynical and dismissive of reforms or say 

that they should have waited for further studies of why a particular crisis 

occurred, or that the reforms didn’t go far enough. But i think we’ve got 

to look at the broad picture. we had a tremendous crisis, and many of 

the people around washington and New York, particularly, want to forget 

we had the crisis. we need to push ahead with reforms that will make a 

difference in the areas that are most significant to that particular crisis. 

it may not prevent the next crisis, but it will probably mean that we have 

a more resilient system going forward. And that’s all to the good and is 

certainly something we should support as opposed to saying it didn’t go 

far enough or, as some people would argue, it went too far. d
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i was in the debates and i urged my senate colleagues to be sure that dodd-

Frank ended too-big-to-fail banks. if you read what independent economists 

say, what financial people say, if you read what people on wall street say in 

their newsletters to their customers, none of them believes that our major 

banks are not still too big to fail. The biggest problem is that there is no way 

to have resolution authority of these gigantic banks across national lines. After 

three years, we are still trying to work out lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy, which 

was relatively simple compared to what would happen if one of our five or 

six major banks went down. we’re still three years working on it because it’s 

very difficult to deal with the creditors in england in a bankruptcy action in 

the united states. And when you start thinking about Bank of America, and 

JPmorgan chase, and citibank with their hundreds of offices and investments 

around the world, there is no way that if they had a financial problem that we 

could rapidly — and it would have to be rapidly — deal with them other than 

to bail them out. i just don’t think there’s any data or information to support 

anything else.

DLM: do you anticipate future bank bailouts? 

Kaufman: one of two things is going to happen if the president and congress 

face a crisis like we had in 2008: either we’re going to have a bailout, or we’re 

going to watch the financial system disintegrate. No one involved in the nego-

tiations around TArP who i’ve talked to believes that we could afford to not bail 

the banks out. when faced with the prospect of citigroup going under without 

any real way to resolve it in the short term, i don’t know what else the govern-

ment’s going to do. And as far as i’m concerned, we really haven’t implement-

ed anything to materially alter that no-win choice at some point down the road. 

DLM: should the biggest banks be broken up?

Kaufman: Breaking up is a strong term. i favor “skinnying” some of the major 

banks. … sen. sherrod Brown of ohio just reintroduced what was, originally, 

the Brown-Kaufman bill. There’s nothing draconian in that; it just begins to slim 

down the banks. if we don’t slim down the banks, they are too big to fail. 

i also understand members of the senate will introduce a kind of revised 

Glass-steagall bill, which basically says that if you’re in the commercial banking 

business you’re in the commercial banking business, if you’re in the investment 

banking business you’re in the investment banking business. it worked for us 

for over 60 years. we have to go back to something like that. my feeling is that 

we’re going to go back to something like that; it’s just a matter of how much 

hardship we have to go through first. 

look at the multibillion dollar loss by JPmorgan chase. Jamie dimon (the 

bank’s ceo) says that’s not proprietary trading. what is a bank that has major 

assets guaranteed by the united states government doing in a situation where 

some guy in london can lose billions on what the knowledgeable observers 

keep referring to as a bet? That’s not why we designed the Federal deposit 

insurance corporation (Fdic) — to make banks feel more comfortable in 

investing in what they call hedges against potential activity down the road. 

hedges by definition are designed to reduce risk not to create gambles.

The Volcker rule in dodd-Frank wasn’t half a loaf, it was like a tenth of a 

loaf. i wanted to put Glass-steagall back. But when faced with nothing — you 

couldn’t pass that financial reform bill without saying that large Fdic-insured 

banks should not be engaged in incredibly risky behavior. And the Volcker rule 

was the way to do it. But i said on the senate floor, again and again, that trying 

to define proprietary trading is like the middle Ages when they were trying to 

define how many angels could dance on the head of a pin. Trying to define pro-

prietary trading is, i believe, almost impossible.

DLM: To what extent have you seen a change in the resolve of rule makers 

— the regulators?

Kaufman: one of the biggest problems you have when you legislate 

is unintended consequences — where the law creates a situation that 

was unintended. i think that what’s gone on with the rule makers now 

was “intended consequences” by those who opposed any new real bank 

regulation. i said at the time that in dodd-Frank we didn’t make some tough 

decisions. After the Great depression, the Pecora commission came in and 

said, “we’re going to make some real laws here,” and created the Fdic and 

implemented the Glass-steagall Act. … what happened in dodd-Frank — 

with me complaining the whole time, without much success — was to avoid 

tough laws and a constant march to kick these things back to the regulators. 

i had a number of concerns with that. one was that regulators change with 

every new president, so we should put something in that’s more permanent. 

But the bigger problem is that when you put all of this back to the regulators 

then you have a situation where the vast majority of people contacting the 

regulators are those with money and influence. Professor Kimberly Krawiecs’s 

excellent analysis of Volcker rule contacts shows that over 90 percent of 

those contacting the Fdic, sec, commodity Futures Trading commission 

(cFTc), and the Federal reserve were from wall street banks, financial trade 

associations, lawyers, and accountants. (read more, Page 22.) wall street has 

completely stopped Volcker rule implementation.

DLM: what are other major threats to the financial system that we haven’t 

even begun to address as yet?

Kaufman: my major concern is that we do not know what’s happening with 

the changes in our financial markets and their structure. The major change 

is the development of high-frequency trading. The regulators do not collect 

enough data right now to determine the effect of high-frequency trading on our 

markets. A number of years ago, i called for a consolidated audit trail, which 

would give us a contemporaneous record of what is happening in our markets. 

over 50 percent of our trades are now high-frequency trading. we cannot 

answer simple questions like why over 90 percent of the trades are cancelled 

by high-frequency traders. what’s going on there? chairman mary schapiro 

has said the sec is going to develop a consolidated audit trail. The head of the 

cFTc, Gary Gensler, said he wants to have a consolidated audit trail. But years 

have gone by without one, and once we decide we’re going to do it, it’s going to 

take years to implement. 

“There still is alive and well on Wall Street 
the idea that we can operate without 
regulations. That it is like running a city 
without any police.” 
— senator Ted Kaufman 
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Shaping the 
Volcker rule: 
A conversation with Professor Kimberly Krawiec

ProFeSSor KimBerly KrAwieC’s latest work delves into 
input received by regulators charged by Congress with crafting 
guidelines for implementation of the “Volcker rule” in the Dodd-
Frank wall Street reform and Consumer Protection Act. one of 
Dodd-Frank’s most controversial provisions, the rule named for 
former Federal reserve Chairman Paul Volcker is intended to 
prohibit financial institutions from making certain speculative 
investments that do not benefit their customers and depositors. 
These are generally known as “proprietary trades,” although the 
exact nature of the prohibited trades is not defined in the statute. 

Krawiec, the Kathrine robinson everett Professor of law whose 
research agenda includes corporate compliance systems, insider 
trading, derivatives hedging practices, and “rogue” trading, was 
certain that banks and traders would be concerned with how the 
Volcker rule would be interpreted. She decided to find out what the 
“open issues” were by examining public comment letters submit-
ted to the Financial Services oversight Council. expecting to find 
just 20 or 30 “because it’s an important rule,” she read approxi-
mately 8,000. She also reviewed the meeting logs of the Treasury 
Department, Federal reserve, Commodities Futures Trading 
Commission, Securities and exchange Commission, and Federal 
Deposit insurance Corporation. 

 Krawiec talked to Duke Law Magazine about her research and 
her forthcoming paper, “Don’t ‘Screw Joe the Plummer:’ The 
Sausage-making of Financial reform,” the title of which is derived 
from one of the comment letters she read. »

Just as happened in the derivatives market, there has been an explosion of money 

in high-frequency trading, without any real transparency. congress outlawed the 

regulation of derivatives in the cFmA, so we had no idea what was going on in the 

derivatives market throughout this incredible explosion. without transparency you 

can’t have regulation. And when you have lots of money, no transparency, and no 

regulation … we saw what happened in the derivatives markets and i think it’s just 

a matter of time before, unfortunately, we will see the same thing happen in the 

high-frequency trading on our markets.

our free markets are one of the things that made this country great. Free 

markets are incredibly important to this country. Credible markets are incred-

ibly important to this country. … what do we do if we lose the credibility of our 

financial markets? … we now have 15 different exchanges, and a lot of them have 

no regulatory responsibility, and 50 other trading venues including “dark pools.” 

There still is alive and well on wall street the idea that we can operate without 

regulations. That it is like running a city without any police. essentially there are 

going to be problems. There are bad things going on and the police are there. 

That doesn’t mean you’re going to stop all the bad things, but at least you have a 

handle on it and you’re trying to deal with it. 

DLM: what are your final thoughts on TArP, given that you chaired the 

congressional oversight committee?

Kaufman: when i first showed up in the senate in 2009, in the first couple 

of weeks the freshman members met in small groups with [Federal reserve 

chairman] Ben Bernanke and [Treasury secretary] Timothy Geithner. And there 

was no doubt in my mind that at that point, they were very, very, very concerned 

about the potential for a financial meltdown even after TArP was put in place. 

so i think that in terms of “did we need to put something like TArP in place?” 

Absolutely. it had to be done. 

i would have leaned towards doing it differently. i would have leaned towards 

doing what the British did with the royal Bank of scotland, where they essentially 

went in and took it over. i wish they had done a lot more with regard to housing. 

Neither the Fed nor the Treasury really concentrated on the housing problem like 

they did on helping the big banks. 

But in the end, it started out with estimates that it would cost over $700 billion 

and the last time i looked, the projections were that it would cost $25 billion. it’s like 

the saving of General motors and chrysler. it’s turning out to have been an incred-

ibly courageous move by a bunch of people in the Bush administration and then in 

the obama administration to take. And we’re still having the political fallout; one 

of the big issues being used against a number of members of congress in the 2010 

election, and it looks to continue in the 2012 election, is that they voted for TArP. 

it was such a horrendous thing that i just keep focused on how do we make sure 

that this never, ever, ever happens again. And i just don’t see nearly enough in 

changes in the way we operate our financial system — our market structure, the 

size of our financial institutions, the risks that our financial institutions that have 

major pieces of Fdic insurance, or just the financial institutions, period — i just 

don’t see steps being taken to avoid this situation happening again. 

And the final thing is that i just don’t think there is enough awareness or concern 

out there in places of power. “Financial amnesia” has set in. Average people have lost 

their homes and their jobs — there should be major changes implemented to reduce 

the possibility that this could ever happen again. But i just don’t see a sense of urgen-

cy on wall street to take into account what happened and who was hurt, and how 

bad it was for so many. even worse, i do not see the efforts being made at all levels of 

government to enforce the changes required to protect us from the pain inflicted on 

so many Americans by the financial meltdown. d
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Duke Law Magazine: who submitted comments? Press reports on your 

work have indicated a huge disparity in the numbers of comments from 

financial industry insiders as opposed to members of the public.

Professor Krawiec: That’s not the full picture. Anybody who wanted a 

meeting with regulators could get one. Public interest groups simply didn’t 

have the same resources to dedicate to this issue as financial groups.

Private citizens, often at the behest of public interest groups, submitted 

thousands of letters, but their comments almost never addressed the specifics 

of the regulatory issues. unsurprisingly, financial industry representatives had 

very detailed, very specific comments. That doesn’t mean that the public is 

dumb, or that financial institutions are evil. But it does speak to how the pro-

cess works, and maybe says something about whether it works for the public.

DLM: is it possible to get informed commentary from the public on an 

issue like this? 

Krawiec: it will be an uphill battle. This, to me, is what makes financial 

reform potentially different from some other areas of the law. when you look at 

something like the consumer protection provisions of dodd-Frank, consumers 

know what credit cards and ATm cards are, and they understand basically how 

that affects their lives. That’s just not true with proprietary trading. You get a 

sense from most of the letters that people don’t really know what it is, much 

less why they should be concerned by it. They understand even less why we 

have to balance any danger from proprietary trading against the positive things 

that banks do, like market making and underwriting. 

it quite clearly became a place for people to vent their frustration in a general 

way. out of all the provisions, this seemed to be the one that the public inter-

est groups used to get the public engaged. You can’t go to the public and say 

“so, there’s this rule that tries to distinguish proprietary trading from market 

making and we want you to write a letter about that.” instead, you have to say 

something like, “we had to bail out the banks because of their greed and risk 

taking, and now there’s a rule that would stop that, but the banks are trying to 

gut it. we need your help.” People were already looking for a place to put their 

outrage, and they really were able to tap into that for this particular rule in a 

way that sort of gave people an outlet, which i think is useful. i think it is a use-

ful reminder to the government that people are really upset about the financial 

crisis and that we haven’t, in the eyes of many people, really dealt with the 

shakeout from that. That, to me, is a good thing, but at the same time, that’s 

one of the reasons the public comment letters look so goofy. it’s not entirely 

their fault they’re focused on the wrong point.

DLM: much of the public conversation on financial reform has been focused 

on ideology. what’s the value in focusing on process instead?

Krawiec: i think process is incredibly important, and dodd-Frank was, i think, 

notable in that it left all the meat to regulators. so much depends on implementation. 

on the one hand, that’s good and understandable. They have the time 

and expertise to devote to this when congress just clearly doesn’t. But at the 

same time, it’s not as visible. what was astonishing to me while watching 

dodd-Frank go through the process in the legislature was that lots of people 

were really paying a lot of attention. There was a fair amount of outrage in the 

papers, and on blogs and social media, whenever it was reported that some-

thing people thought should “stick it” to the banks wasn’t happening. But it’s 

as the crisis is fading from memory and the legislative process is behind us 

that all the work is being done. And as the rest of us stop paying attention, 

that’s when the real industry investment comes in. They invested a lot in lob-

bying congress and they’re investing a lot right now. They can’t take their eyes 

off this. it’s too important for their bottom line, and it’s not that way for most 

people, which makes it hard to have any sort of meaningful counterbalance. d

“It’s as the crisis is fading from memory 
and the legislative process is behind us that 
all the work is being done. And as the rest 
of us stop paying attention, that’s when 
the real industry investment comes in.” 
— Professor Kimberly Krawiec

»  To read faculty and student scholarship related to financial regulation,  

systemic risk, and the european debt crisis, visit www.law.duke.edu/magazine.
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Four highly interdisciplinary scholars, 
H. Jefferson Powell, matthew D. Adler, 
rachel Brewster, and nita A. Farahany, 

have recently joined the governing faculty. Two have 
made homecomings of sorts: Powell, a distinguished 
constitutional scholar and advocate, previously served 
on the faculty from 1989 to 2010; and Farahany 
JD/mA ’04, a scholar at the intersection of law, 
biosciences, and philosophy who also holds a PhD 
in philosophy from Duke university, returned after 
serving on the faculties of law and philosophy at 
Vanderbilt university.

Adler, whose scholarship focuses on policy 
analysis, risk regulation, and constitutional theory, 
joined the faculty as the richard A. Horvitz Professor 
of law. He previously was the leon meltzer Professor 
of law at the university of Pennsylvania.

Brewster, whose scholarship focuses on 
international law, international relations theory and 
international trade, came to Duke from the Harvard 
law faculty. Both Brewster and Adler visited Duke 
during the past academic year.

“each of these scholars is a leader in his or her 
respective field,” said Dean David F. levi. “They are 
creative thinkers and they are wonderful teachers. i 
am delighted to welcome them to Duke law.” d

Four	top	scholars	join		
—	or	rejoin	—	the	faculty



h. JefferSon poweLL
scholar of constitutional theory and  

history has long record of public service

JeFF Powell most recently served 
as deputy assistant attorney general 

in the office of legal Counsel at the u.S. 
Department of Justice and as a professor at 
George washington university law School.

“Jeff Powell is one of the leading thinkers 
and writers in constitutional theory and his-
tory,” said Dean David F. levi. “His work is 
careful, original, and impressive in its reach 
and volume. He has written numerous books 
and articles of great interest not just to law 
professors but to a large audience outside of 
the law schools as well. He is also a beloved 
teacher. Add to this that he is a skilled advo-
cate and experienced, first-rate government 
lawyer, and one gets a sense of just how mul-
tifaceted and talented Jeff is. it is wonderful 
to have him back home at Duke.”

over more than two decades, Powell has 
served in a variety of positions in federal and 
state government. in addition to his recent 
tenure as deputy assistant attorney general 
in the office of legal Counsel (olC), which 
provides legal advice to the president, the 
attorney general, and other high-level execu-
tive branch officials, he served in the u.S. 

Department of Justice in various 
capacities from 1993 to 2000, and 
in 1996, he was the principal deputy 
solicitor general. in much of his ear-
lier civic service, he worked alongside 
walter Dellinger iii, the Douglas B. 
maggs Professor emeritus of law, 
who headed olC in the early 1990s 
and served as acting solicitor general 
during the 1996-1997 term of the 
Supreme Court.

Powell has briefed and argued 
cases in both federal and state courts, includ-
ing the Supreme Court of the united States. 
last year he and Dellinger wrote the amicus 
brief that the congressional Democratic lead-
ership filed in the u.S. courts of appeals con-
sidering the constitutionality of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act.

Described by the late Professor David P. 
Currie of the university of Chicago as “one 
of our foremost scholars of constitutional 
history” and “surely our leading academic 
expert on executive interpretation of the 
Constitution,” Powell is a prolific scholar; 
he has published many influential articles, 
essays, and books examining the moral tra-
dition of American constitutionalism, the 
powers of the executive branch, and legisla-
tive and judicial decision-making, among 
other subjects.

His book No Law: Intellectual 
Property in the Image of An Absolute First 
Amendment (Stanford university Press, 
2009), which he coauthored with David 
lange, the melvin S. Shimm Professor of 
law, was hailed as a “thorough rethink-
ing” of the First Amendment as an abso-
lute prohibition of government interfer-
ence in expression and speech. 

one of Powell’s forthcoming works is 
a book entitled The Constitution and the 

Commander in Chief, which argues that our 
constitutional tradition provides principled 
guidelines for the lawyers who advise 
the president on legal issues involving 
national security. Another project examines 
how three great legal figures of the early 
republic — Chief Justice John marshall, 
his colleague Justice Joseph Story, and their 
mutual friend Attorney General william 
wirt — understood the task of resolving 
difficult issues in public law; he hopes to 
illuminate the role of distinctively legal 
reasoning in their decisions.

Powell holds a bachelor’s degree from 
St. David’s university College (now Trinity 
St. David) of the university of wales; 
a master’s degree and PhD from Duke 
university; and a master’s of Divinity and 
JD from yale university. He was a law clerk 
to Judge Sam J. ervin iii of the u.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. He has 
received numerous awards and honors 
including, in 2002, Duke university’s 
Scholar/Teacher Award. “The Contracts 
experience,” a video teaching tool he 
developed in 2002 (in collaboration with 
Duke law Professor John weistart and 
Georgetown law Professor Girardeau A. 
Spann) received a Telly Award and an Aegis 
Award of excellence. Powell currently 
serves as series editor of the Carolina 
Academic Press legal History Series.

“i am simply delighted to be home,” 
Powell said. “Duke law School has a com-
mitment — one that is unparalleled in 
contemporary legal education — to provide 
an outstanding professional education in 
the context of one of the leading centers of 
academic legal research and writing in the 
country. i am excited at the prospect of being 
a contributor, once again, to the Duke vision 
of law as a form of public service.” d
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 I am simply delighted to be home. Duke Law 
School has a com mitment — one that is 
unparalleled in contemporary legal education 
— to provide an outstanding professional 
education in the context of one of the leading 
centers of academic legal research and writing 
in the country.” — Professor Jeff Powell 



 In addition to being a great scholar, Matt is a 
wonderful colleague who has insights on a vast 
range of topics and is generous with his time 
— he is the type of person who makes everyone 
around him better.”  — Professor curtis Bradley
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matthew D. aDLer
Leading scholar of administrative and 

constitutional law blends policy analysis, 

risk regulation, and constitutional theory

mATTHew ADler’S work integrates 
law, welfare economics, and moral 

philosophy in studying policy analysis, risk 
regulation, and constitutional theory. A 
creative and prolific scholar, Adler also has 
been honored for excellence in teaching.

“matt Adler is a terrific scholar, colleague, 
and teacher,” said Dean David F. levi. “He is 
the kind of thinker who can change a field. 
He is the kind of colleague who generates 
new ideas and intellectual excitement in oth-
ers. And he is the kind of teacher and mentor 
who can inspire students and bring them to a 
new level of attainment.”

The author of numerous articles and 
several books, Adler recently published 
Well-Being and Fair Distribution: Beyond 
Cost-Benefit Analysis (oxford university 
Press, 2012), which provides a comprehen-
sive, philosophically grounded argument for 
using social welfare functions as a frame-
work for evaluating governmental policies. 
His edited volume, The Rule of Recognition 
and the U.S. Constitution (oxford university 
Press, 2009; edited with Ken Himma), 
explores the intersection of jurisprudence 

and constitutional theory in discuss-
ing the applicability of legal philoso-
pher H.l.A. Hart’s notion of a “rule of 
recognition” to the u.S. legal system. 
Adler currently serves as an editor of 
Legal Theory, the leading journal in 
the area of law and philosophy.

“my scholarly approach, throughout my 
career, has been to use the rigorous tools of 
philosophical analysis to address problems 
of public law, such as risk regulation, con-
stitutional theory, and cost-benefit analysis,” 
Adler said. “many of those problems also 
implicate welfare economics, and so much of 
my work lies at the intersection of law, phi-
losophy, and economics.”

His current research concerns happiness 
and public policy. in a series of articles, he is 
critically evaluating “subjective well-being” 
surveys that correlate an individual’s hap-
piness with income, employment, or health 
and the use of such measures in the develop-
ment of public policy.

“This is a stellar hire for Duke,” said 
Curtis A. Bradley, the william w. Van 
Alstyne Professor of law. “matt has done 
groundbreaking work on risk and policy 
analysis, especially concerning the use of 
cost-benefit methodology and the evaluation 
of well-being. He is also a leading expert on 
constitutional theory and jurisprudence, hav-
ing written important articles on topics such 
as the rule of recognition and popular con-
stitutionalism. in addition to being a great 
scholar, he is a wonderful colleague who has 
insights on a vast range of topics and is gen-
erous with his time — he is the type of per-
son who makes everyone around him better.”

Adler joined the university of 
Pennsylvania in 1995 after serving as an 
associate at Paul, weiss, rifkind, wharton 
& Garrison in new york. He also served as a 
law clerk to Justice Sandra Day o’Connor of 
the u.S. Supreme Court and to Judge Harry 
edwards of the u.S. Court of Appeals for the 
D.C. Circuit. He has been a visiting profes-
sor at Columbia university, the university 
of Chicago, the university of Virginia, and 
Bar-ilan university law Faculty in Tel Aviv, 
and he was a visiting professor at Duke 
university during the 2011-12 academic year.

university of Pennsylvania law students 
honored Adler in 2001 and 2006 with 
the Harvey levin memorial Award for 
excellence in Teaching. in 2007, he received 
the university of Pennsylvania’s lindback 
Award for Distinguished Teaching and in 
2010 the A. leo levin Award for excellence 
in an introductory Course.

Adler holds a BA and JD from yale 
university, where he was a member of the 
Yale Law Journal. He was a marshall Scholar 
at oxford university, where he completed an 
m.litt. in modern History.

Adler, who will teach constitutional law 
and administrative law at Duke, said he is 
particularly excited to become part of Duke 
law’s “vibrant” public law faculty and to 
engage with faculty in other fields and disci-
plines across campus. “Duke law is a mar-
velous, tight-knit intellectual community,” 
he said. “As an interdisciplinary scholar, i 
also look forward to interacting with the phi-
losophy and economics departments, public 
policy school, and other schools and depart-
ments at Duke.” d



racheL brewSter
scholar brings deep knowledge of 

international trade and international 

economic law

rACHel BrewSTer’S scholarly 
interests include international trade, 

international relations theory, and global 
economic integration. Previously an assis-
tant professor of law and affiliate faculty 
member of the weatherford Center for 
international Affairs at Harvard university, 
she publishes on issues of international 
economic law, including carbon tariffs, 
trade law enforcement, and dispute resolu-
tion in international trade law. She also will 
serve as co-director of Duke’s Center for 
international and Comparative law. 

“we have been looking for some time now 
for an exciting trade law scholar who also is 
interested in international economic law and 
regulation more generally,” said Dean David F. 
levi. “Professor Brewster fits the bill perfectly. 
She is a creative legal scholar who will extend 
our ties to other schools and scholars on cam-
pus. She is a wonderful addition to Duke law.”

Brewster was a visiting faculty member 
at Duke law during the fall 2011 semes-
ter, when she taught international Trade 
and a seminar on international law and 
international relations Theory. She joined the 
Harvard law faculty in 2006 and earlier was 
a Bigelow Fellow at the university of Chicago 
law School. in 2008, she served as legal 
counsel in the office of the united States 
Trade representative, where she worked on 
legal issues relating to u.S. agriculture subsi-
dies and domestic cap-and-trade proposals.

Brewster holds a PhD in political science 
from the university of north Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, where she received the John 
Patrick Hagan Award for excellence in 
undergraduate Teaching. She earned her JD 
at the university of Virginia School of law 
and while there served as articles editor of 
the Virginia Law Review and as an olin law 
& economics Student Fellow. She holds a 
BA in interdisciplinary Studies from the 
university of Virginia.

“i am thrilled to be coming to Duke,” 
Brewster said. “it is a fantastic and collegial 
community. There’s a phenomenal law facul-
ty, and i also liked that i could talk to people 
across disciplines. There are no walls. Duke 
delivers on its interdisciplinary vision.”

in studying international economic and 
trade issues, Brewster draws from a range 
of disciplines, from law to public policy, 
economics to international relations. She 
has studied conflict of laws governing inter-
national economic activity, compliance with 
international trade law and anti-bribery 
regimes, and the benefits of linking interna-
tional trade and intellectual property.

Her recent publications include “The 
remedy Gap: institutional Design, 
retaliation, and Trade law enforcement” in 
the George Washington Law Review (2012); 
“The Surprising Benefits to Developing 
Countries of linking international Trade 
and intellectual Property” in the Chicago 
Journal of International Law (2011); and 
“unpacking the State’s reputation” in the 
Harvard International Law Journal (2009).

“rachel Brewster brings to Duke law a 
deep knowledge of international economic 
law and policy,” said laurence r. Helfer, 
the Harry r. Chadwick, Sr. Professor 
of law and co-director of the Center for 
international and Comparative law.  “Her 
scholarship has made bold and original 
contributions to the study of the world 

Trade organization, u.S. trade policy, and 
the interdisciplinary analysis of interna-
tional law. She also understands how the 
trade regime functions in practice and will 
bring those insights to her scholarship and 
teaching at Duke.”

Brewster said she looks forward to 
collaborating with faculty at Duke law and 
around the university. “People at Duke are 
interested and engaged with each other in 
a way that you don’t often find,” she said. 
“Duke faculty are willing to be playful 
with ideas; they are not only interested in 
what their colleagues are doing but also in 
how they might contribute to each other’s 
work. i think it is partly because of Duke’s 
geography — it is small and everyone is close 
together on campus — but also because of 
its energy and sense of community.” 

She also noted that, having lived in 
Carrboro several years ago while completing 
her doctoral degree, she is looking forward 
to returning to the Triangle area. “i love 
Durham,” she said. “it has changed a lot 
since i lived there, but it is an incredibly 
vibrant community with a lot of really great 
restaurants!” d

Her scholarship has made bold and original contributions 
to the study of the World Trade Organization, U.S. trade 
policy, and the interdisciplinary analy sis of international 
law. She also understands how the trade regime functions 
in practice.” — Professor laurence helfer
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nita a. farahany
multidisciplinary scholar uses expertise 

in law, biosciences, and philosophy to 

rethink legal norms

niTA FArAHAny, whose scholarship 
focuses on the intersection of criminal 

law, biosciences, and philosophy, holds a joint 
appointment at Duke university’s institute 
for Genome Sciences & Policy (iGSP). Her 
research examines the legal, social, and ethi-
cal implications arising from developments in 
the biosciences, particularly from the fields of 
neuroscience and behavioral genetics. 

“i use the biosciences as a lens and a tool 
to understand legal doctrines and normative 
commitments that we hold in social institu-
tions such as criminal law,” said Farahany, 
whose recent scholarship focuses on crimi-
nal procedure and how it may evolve in light 
of developments in neuroscience and behav-
ioral genetics. “more broadly, i am interested 
in bioethics and neuroethics.” 

“Professor Farahany is a dynamic scholar 
who is working at the leading edge of law, 
philosophy, and science,” said Dean David F. 
levi. “As a mark of her extraordinary reach, 
she is joining both the law and iGSP facul-
ties. we are delighted to welcome her back to 
Duke where she was trained and already has 
many friends and collaborators.”

Farahany’s recent works include 
“Searching Secrets,” 160 U. Penn. L. Rev. 
1239 (2012) which explores the descriptive 
potential of intellectual property law as 

a metaphor to describe current Fourth 
Amendment search and seizure law and 
predict how the Fourth Amendment will 
apply to emerging technology. A companion 
article, “incriminating Thoughts,” 64 
Stanford Law Review 351 (2012) demonstrates 
through modern applications from 
neuroscience the need to redefine the 
taxonomy of evidence subject to the privilege 
against self-incrimination. She also is the 
editor of The Impact of Behavioral Sciences 
on Criminal Law (oxford university Press, 
2009), a book of essays from experts in 
science, law, philosophy, and policy.

in 2010, Farahany was appointed by 
President obama to serve on the Presidential 
Commission for the Study of Bioethical 
issues. She teaches classes and seminars 
relating to criminal law, criminal procedure, 
and other subjects at the intersection of 
law, science, and philosophy. in the spring 
2013 semester she will teach a seminar on 
Genetics and reproductive Technology.

Farahany received her AB in genetics, cell, 
and developmental biology at Dartmouth 
College. She received her JD/mA (in philoso-
phy) at Duke university, and continued on to 
receive her PhD in philosophy at Duke, where 
her dissertation was entitled “rediscovering 
Criminal responsibility through Behavioral 
Genetics.” She also holds an Alm in biol-
ogy from Harvard university. She clerked 
for Judge Judith w. rogers of the u.S. Court 
of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in 2004-
2005, after which she joined the Vanderbilt 
university faculty as a Vanderbilt Fellow and 
instructor in law. She became an assistant 
professor in 2006. in 2011 Farahany taught 
at Stanford law School as a visiting associate 
professor of law and the leah Kaplan Visiting 
Professor of Human rights. 

Farahany said she looks forward to continu-
ing her academic career at Duke, where she 
has maintained close connections with faculty 
scholars in law and in philosophy, such as 

James e. Coleman Jr., the John S. Bradway 
Professor of law, with whom she first worked 
as a research assistant during her student days.

“Both when i was a graduate student and 
now, Duke is at the cutting edge of interdis-
ciplinary research,” said Farahany. “Duke 
enabled me, as a graduate student, to com-
bine my interests in law, philosophy, and the 
biosciences, which was made possible by the 
many individuals across campus who share 
an interest in those fields, and who believe 
in fostering collaborations across disciplines. 
The collaborative spirit at Duke has grown 
even stronger since i graduated. And Duke 
remains a leader in the social, ethical, and 
legal implications of the biosciences.”

For his part, Coleman is delighted about 
her faculty appointment. 

“it is exciting to have nita back at Duke,” 
he said. “From her first day at law school, 
as a summer starter, nita sought insight 
into not just the what of law, but also the 
how and why. in her last year at Duke she 
hosted a symposium on behavioral genet-
ics and criminal law and never looked back. 
At Vanderbilt, she became one of the most 
prominent young scholars thinking about the 
impact of behavioral genetics and neurosci-
ence on criminal law and criminal proce-
dure, an important emerging field in which 
she is a pioneer. Her creativity is infectious.”

Farahany, Coleman, and neil Vidmar, 
the russell robinson ii Professor of law 
and Psychology, are planning to build on 
Farahany’s empirical analysis of the use of 
neuroscience and behavioral genetics in the 
criminal context with a pilot study of north 
Carolina prosecutors’, judges’, and defense 
attorneys’ experiences and attitudes towards 
neuroscience and behavioral genetics.

“nita’s projects and expertise bring a 
lot of substance to the law School,” said 
Vidmar. “She is in a unique position because 
she understands the science and under-
stands where the science fits into law.” d

 Duke is at the cutting edge of interdis ciplinary research. 
Duke enabled me, as a graduate student, to com bine my 
interests in law, philosophy, and the biosciences, which was 
made possible by the many individuals across campus who 
share an interest in those fields, and who believe in fostering 
collaborations across disciplines.” — Professor Nita Farahany



Dunlap	and	Longest	join	
governing	faculty
mAJ. Gen. CHArleS J. DunlAP Jr., executive director of Duke’s Center on law, 

ethics and national Security, and ryke longest, director of Duke’s environmental 
law and Policy Clinic, have joined the governing faculty as, respectively, professor of the 
practice of law and clinical professor of law.

Dunlap, the former deputy judge advocate general of the united States Air force, has been 
visiting as a professor of the practice since 2010. His scholarship and teaching focus on 
national security, international law, civil-military relations, cyberwar, and military justice. His 
classes include national Security law, use of Force in international law, and Criminal law 
in the Armed Forces. A prolific writer and frequent public commentator on such matters as 
cyber security and the use of drone aircraft, his 2001 essay written for Harvard university’s 
Carr Center on “lawfare,” a concept he defines as “the use or misuse of law as a substitute 
for traditional military means to accomplish an operational objective,” has been highly 
influential among military scholars and in the broader legal academy. 

longest joined the faculty in 2007 with the launch of the environmental law and 
Policy Clinic, a collaboration between the law School and Duke’s nicholas School of the 
environment. He came to Duke after 14 years in the environmental Division of the north 
Carolina Department of Justice, where he served as lead counsel to state level environmental 
agencies, boards and commissions. longest litigated cases before administrative agencies, 
state courts, federal courts, and appellate courts at all levels. He also drafted legislation 
and advised agencies on rulemaking. in addition, longest represented the State of north 
Carolina in complex criminal appeals.

 He teaches water resources law and Advanced environmental law and Policy, in 
addition to teaching and supervising clinic students. d
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JohnSon ’94 JoinS facuLty  
aS Director of  
Start-up ventureS cLinic

w.H. “KiP” JoHnSon iii ’94 has 
joined the Duke law faculty as a 

senior lecturing fellow and director of the 
Start-up Ventures Clinic. As clinic direc-
tor, he will supervise students representing 
early-stage ventures on matters related to 
the start-up process.

Johnson, who also holds an mBA from 
Duke’s Fuqua School of Business, is a found-
ing member of morningstar law Group, a 
new Triangle-area firm, where he focuses 
on representing clients in start-up ventures, 
angel investing, venture capital, and private 
equity. until June 2012 he was a member in 
the corporate and securities practice group of 
womble Carlyle Sandridge & rice’s research 
Triangle Park office, which he co-founded in 
1997; he joined womble Carlyle in 1994. He 
also is an active angel investor locally and in 
Silicon Valley.

Johnson co-taught the Start-up Ventures 
Clinic with Clinical Professor Andrew Foster 
in its spring 2011 pilot phase. 

“i really enjoyed working with the stu-
dents as they tried to figure out what the 
start-up space looks like,” he said. “it was 
really a lot of fun for me to help them under-
stand how the business angles worked with 
the legal issues, and how to take all of the 
substantive law that they had learned and 
help them understand how that worked in 
the business world.” 

in the clinic’s pilot phase, students have 
provided legal counsel to early-stage busi-
nesses and social entrepreneurship ven-
tures. many are led by student teams asso-
ciated with the Duke Start-up Challenge, 
the Fuqua School of Business’s Program for 
entrepreneurs, and entrepreneurship pro-
grams at the Pratt School of engineering. 

Providing supervised legal assistance to 
Duke student-based start-ups will continue to 



FiVe DuKe lAw FACulTy members have been honored with named 
professorships. Guy-uriel Charles was named the Charles S. rhyne Professor 

of law; John m. de Figueiredo was named the edward and ellen marie Schwarzman 
Professor of law; ralf michaels was named the Arthur larson Professor of law; Curtis 
A. Bradley was named the william w. Van Alstyne Professor of law; and matthew 
Adler joined the faculty July 1 as the richard A. Horvitz Professor of law. 

named professorships at Duke law recognize outstanding scholarship and teaching 
and are among the highest honors bestowed by the university on its faculty. Twenty-
seven Duke law faculty hold such positions. 

An expert in constitutional law and election, 

campaign financing, and redistricting law, guy-

uriel charles is the founding director of the 

duke center on law, race and Politics. his chair 

is named for charles s. rhyne, a 1935 graduate of 

duke law who served as a professor of govern-

ment and law at American university and George 

washington university and as a trustee of duke 

university and George washington university. 

he argued numerous cases before the u.s. 

supreme court, including Baker v. Carr, the legis-

lative reapportionment case that established the 

one-man, one-vote principle. in 1955, he became 

president of the Bar Association of the district 

of columbia on a pledge to racially integrate the 

association. And in his role as trustee at duke, 

he helped to integrate the university.

“charles rhyne was a distinguished public 

servant who committed his life and career to the 

causes of equality, fairness in elections, and civil 

rights,” said charles. “As a scholar who cares 

deeply about these issues, i feel privileged to 

accept a professorship that bears his name.” d

ralf michaels is an expert in comparative law 

and the conflict of laws, with particular expertise 

in the role of domestic courts in globalization, the 

potential of conflict of laws as a theory of global 

legal fragmentation, and the status and relevance 

of law beyond the state. his chair is named for 

Professor Arthur larson, who joined the duke law 

faculty in 1958 after working for the eisenhower 

administration. larson taught international law 

and established the rule of law research center at 

duke, serving as its director until his retirement in 

1980. he died in 1993 at the age of 82. in addition 

to this professorship, he is memorialized by a stu-

dent scholarship named in his honor and a special 

collection of permanent and course reserve materi-

als held in the J. michael Goodson law library.

“Arthur larson laid an important foundation for 

duke’s focus on comparative and international 

law,” said michaels. “i am proud to hold a 

chair in his name, and to be part of the duke 

law community that keeps strengthening this 

international focus.” d

be a core clinic function, said Johnson, who 
hopes also to gradually build the clinic’s cli-
ent base in Durham and research Triangle 
Park in order to give students opportunities 
to work with entrepreneurial ventures “at dif-
ferent points along the growth curve.” True 
start-ups — clients just beginning to think 
about the commercial possibilities of their 
creation or idea — face legal and business 
issues that differ from clients with proto-
types, customers, and plans for expansion, 
he said. “Their needs would be employment 
agreements, licensing agreements, interna-
tional law issues — the types of things that 
a company in a growth phase would need to 
deal with.”

 “increasing the number and diversity 
of transactional clinical opportunities is a 
key element of Duke law School’s strategic 
plan for our clinical program,” said Foster, 
who directs the clinical programs as well 
as the Community enterprise Clinic. “Kip’s 
appointment will allow us to move this clinic 
out of the pilot phase and to transform it 
into a more robust and continuing compo-
nent of the curriculum. He brings a unique 
combination of professional experience, con-
nections to the region’s entrepreneurial com-
munity, and commitment to teaching that 
will position the Start-up Ventures Clinic to 
provide both important educational opportu-
nities for students and high quality services 
to new ventures in the community.” d

[Kip] brings a unique 
combination of professional 
experience, connections to 
the region’s entrepreneurial 
community, and 
commitment to teaching that 
will position the Start-Up 
Ventures Clinic to provide 
both important educational 
opportunities for students 
and high quality services 
to new ventures in the 
community.” 
— clinical Professor Andrew Foster
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Five	faculty	honored	with	
distinguished	professorships



John de Figueiredo studies competitive strat-

egy, political and legal strategy, law and econom-

ics, and the management of innovation. he was 

recently named a 2012-13 fellow of the institute 

for Advanced study in Princeton, N.J., which sup-

ports scholars from around the world in pursuing 

path-breaking theoretical research and intellectual 

inquiry. his creative approach to the study of law 

and business is complemented by the schwarzman 

professorship, which was established by stephen 

A. schwarzman, founder and ceo of Blackstone, a 

global investment and financial advisory firm. The 

chair is named for schwarzman’s son and daugh-

ter-in-law, who are both 2006 duke law graduates. 

edward (Teddy) schwarzman is a member of the 

Board of Visitors and founder and owner of Black 

Bear Pictures, a film production and financing 

company. ellen schwarzman works in client devel-

opment at sotheby’s in New York city.

“The schwarzman name is readily associated 

with excellence and innovation in both business 

and law, so i am extremely honored to be the 

inaugural holder of this professorship,” said de 

Figueiredo. “it is also a special privilege to be asso-

ciated through this professorship with alumni of the 

law school who care deeply about the institution 

and the ability of its faculty to pursue new interdis-

ciplinary paths of research and teaching.” d

matthew adler joined the faculty as the 

richard A. horvitz Professor of law. Previously 

at the university of Pennsylvania, Adler is a highly 

respected scholar and teacher who studies public 

policy, risk regulation, and constitutional theory. 

(read profile, Page 26.) richard A. horvitz is a 

1978 graduate of duke law and leading supporter 

of the school’s programs in constitutional and 

public law. in addition to endowing a professor-

ship, horvitz has underwritten the duke Program 

in Public law since 1998; started the Fund for 

Faculty excellence; and provided significant sup-

port for recent renovations of the law school, 

among other initiatives.

“it is an honor to come to duke and to assume 

the richard A. horvitz Professorship,” said Adler. 

“This professorship carries a reputation for excel-

lence in scholarship, and i am very pleased to have 

the opportunity to bear this prestigious title.” d

curtis bradley studies international law, u.s. 

foreign relations law, and constitutional law. 

Also senior associate dean for academic affairs, 

Bradley previously held the richard A. horvitz 

Professorship. in becoming the first holder of 

the Van Alstyne Professorship, Bradley takes 

the title of the eminent scholar of constitutional 

law who served on the faculty at duke law from 

1965 to 2004. Through his scholarship, public 

testimony, and private advice to many congres-

sional committees and members of the house 

and senate, william Van Alstyne — now serving 

on the faculty at william and mary law school 

— is counted among the nation’s leading con-

stitutional law scholars, with particular expertise 

on the First Amendment. The professorship was 

established in Van Alstyne’s honor by J. michael 

Goodson ’66, a member of the Board of Visitors.

“it is a great honor to be receiving the Van 

Alstyne chair, just as it was a great honor to 

receive the horvitz chair when i first came to 

duke,” said Bradley. “Professor Van Alstyne is 

one of the most influential constitutional law 

scholars of his generation, and i have been 

a huge fan of his work since first reading his 

famous article on Marbury v. Madison in law 

school. The rigor, independence of mind, and 

clarity of thought that are evident in his scholar-

ship are all qualities that i deeply admire and 

hope to emulate in my own work.” d
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»facuLty newS briefS

SiegeL teStifieS before houSe Subcommittee on 
conStitutionaLity of afforDabLe care act

ProFeSSor neil S. SieGel testified march 29 before the House ways and means 
Health Subcommittee on the constitutionality of the minimum coverage provision in 

the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA). The hearing, held days after oral 
argument concluded in the Supreme Court in constitutional challenges to the ACA, also 
focused on the constitutional questions surrounding the statute’s “minimum coverage provi-
sion,” which requires most non-elderly Americans to purchase a minimum amount of health 
insurance coverage or pay what the law calls a “penalty” each year. it also considered the eco-
nomic impact of the ACA requirement that large employers provide a minimum amount of 
essential coverage to full-time workers or face a penalty.

Siegel, an expert in u.S. constitutional law and theory and co-director of the Program in 
Public law, has focused much of his recent scholarship on the ACA debate, directly address-
ing four matters central to the controversy; various friend-of-court briefs filed with the u.S. 
Supreme Court in the ACA litigation cited his work. An excerpt of his testimony follows.

“…[T]he minimum coverage provision is within the scope of congress’s enumerated powers in three, 

independently sufficient ways. The Necessary and Proper clause, the commerce clause, and the Taxing 

clause each support the provision. opponents of the provision are right that examining its constitution-

ality involves fundamental questions of constitutional limits, but not in the way they insist. while the pro-

vision respects important limits on congress’s authority, there are no defensible limits on the limits that 

opponents would create to invalidate the provision. This absence of limits on judicial 

interference with Acts of congress demonstrates why the supreme court should 

uphold the minimum coverage provision. striking it down would amount to the most 

consequential invalidation of a federal law on federalism grounds since the constitu-

tional crisis of the Great depression and the New deal.”  d
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heLfer DiScuSSeS human 
rightS at State Dept., u.n.

LAureNce helFer, the harry r. 

    chadwick, sr. Professor of law, 

was a featured participant at a march 1 

conference in washington, d.c., along 

with supreme court Justices samuel 

Alito, stephen 

Breyer, Anthony 

Kennedy, and 

sonia sotomayor, 

and three judges 

from the european 

court of human 

rights. The confer-

ence, co-sponsored 

by the u.s. state 

department’s office of the legal Adviser 

where helfer is the inaugural Jacob l. 

martin Fellow, examined the role of the 

judicial system in protecting human rights, 

including the role of courts in human 

rights issues, institutional challenges, free-

dom of expression, and extraterritoriality. 

on march 7, helfer also took part in a 

united Nations panel discussion on discrimi-

natory laws and practices and acts of violence 

against individuals based on sexual orienta-

tion and gender identity.

helfer, whose scholarship and research 

focuses on interdisciplinary analysis of 

international law and institutions, human 

rights, and international intellectual prop-

erty law and policy, is co-director of duke 

law school’s center for international 

and comparative law and a member 

of the faculty steering committee of 

the duke center on human rights. his 

recent publications include Human Rights 

and Intellectual Property: Mapping the 

Global Interface (cambridge university 

Press, 2011) and Human Rights (2d ed., 

Foundation Press, 2009). d

»  read testimony at www.law.duke.edu/magazine.



»facuLty newS briefS

Demott pubLiSheS LiabiLity of asset Managers

DeBorAh A. demoTT, the david F. cavers Professor of law and a leading expert on the law of agency, 

has published Liability of Asset Managers (oxford university Press, 2012, ed., with danny Busch). The 

book offers a comparative analysis of the law of asset manager liability in the major european jurisdictions, 

the united states, and canada, with chapters written by specialists from the relevant jurisdictions plus a 

comprehensive chapter covering the relevant european law.

“Asset management, a distinctive sector within the financial services industry, centers on an agency relation-

ship between a client and an individual manager or firm appointed to manage the client’s investment portfolio. 

Additionally, in many jurisdictions asset managers are subject to a technically complex set of regulatory require-

ments, which differ across jurisdictions,” demott and Busch write in the introduction, situating the country-by-

country materials within the broader context of questions about regulatory design and effectiveness.

demott discussed the book at a symposium hosted by university of Nijmegen in Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands, in April. d

braDLey eLecteD aSiL vice preSiDent

curTis A. BrAdleY, the william 

w. Van Alstyne Professor of 

law and senior associate dean for 

academic affairs, was elected as 

a vice president of the American 

society of international law at 

the society’s march annual meet-

ing in washington, d.c. Bradley 

is a leading scholar of interna-

tional law, foreign rela-

tions law, and the 

federal courts. d

rai appointeD to  
Darpa expert paneL

arTi K. rAi, the elvin r. latty 

Professor of law, was recently 

appointed to serve on the defense 

Advanced research Project Agency 

(dArPA) synthetic Biology expert 

Panel. An expert in patent law, 

administrative law, and innovation 

policy, rai received the 2011 world 

Technology Award for law for her 

work on intellectual property and syn-

thetic biology and green technology. d
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The duKe BAr AssociATioN honored Professor 

Joseph Blocher with its distinguished Teaching Award 

in April. dBA president Zach Kleiman ’13 said Blocher, 

whose classes include constitutional law and capital 

Punishment, inspires his students with one simple message: 

“That progress is not inevitable. society does not just magi-

cally improve over time. it improves because people choose 

to act, and more often than not, those people are lawyers. 

it’s all of us, sitting in this room.

“it seems that this man can’t go a single 

day without inspiring a student and leaving a 

lasting impression,” said Kleiman. d

bLocher winS Dba DiStinguiSheD teaching awarD

griffin eLecteD to aLi

ProFessor lisA KerN GriFFiN has been 

elected to the American law institute. A 

former federal prosecutor, Griffin’s scholarship 

and teaching focus on evidence, constitutional 

criminal procedure, and federal criminal justice 

policy. her latest article, “stories in Adjudication” 

(forthcoming in The Georgetown Law Journal) won 

the AAls criminal Justice section’s award for 

best paper by a junior scholar. d



iT’S ProBABly an understatement to say 
that James Smith has a full schedule.
Consider the docket he oversees as chief 

administrative patent judge at the Board of 
Patent Appeals and interferences (BPAi) 
at the united States Patent and Trademark 
office (uSPTo): almost 25,500 ex parte 
appeals from patent examiners’ decisions; 
expanded jurisdiction under the America 
invents Act to hear certain contested pro-
ceedings; and oversight of other matters 
delegated to him by the uSPTo director. 
Aiming to cut the processing time of patent 
appeals by two-thirds, Smith, who assumed 
his post in may 2011 by appointment of 
then-Secretary of Commerce Gary locke, 
also has a congressional mandate to hire 100 
new BPAi judges by January 2013; by mid-
February, he had presided over more than 80 
candidate interviews and several dozen hires.

yet Smith, who is in his fifth year as 
a member of the law School’s Board of 
Visitors, sounds content as he describes his 
busy schedule, as well as the entire course of 
his career since his Duke law graduation.

“i really can’t imagine having scoped out 
a better 25-year course of study for this job 
than the one i happened into,” he says of a 
career in intellectual property law that has 
included a clerkship at the u.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit, private prac-
tice focused on patent litigation and licens-
ing, oversight of global licensing for nokia, 
and service as chief intellectual property 
counsel for Baxter international. 

Having arrived at Duke law with a degree 
in electrical engineering in hand and a sum-

mer at the uSPTo 
behind him, Smith 
acknowledges that the 
“gravitational pull” 
of intellectual prop-
erty law was strong 
from the start. even 
as he aimed to keep 
his options open, he 
made sure to take 
every class taught 
by Professor David 
lange, then a virtual 
one-man iP depart-
ment, and clerked 
both summers with 
washington firms 
that specialized in 
the practice. He prac-
ticed patent law with 
Finnigan Henderson 
for two years before 
being recommended by a Duke law class-
mate for a clerkship with now Chief Judge 
Paul r. michel, who then was the newest 
judge on the Federal Circuit. 

“Those years of practice and learning 
about litigation, patent law, and patent litiga-
tion were a very necessary education before 
the clerkship,” says Smith, calling his friend’s 
good word and the clerkship itself life chang-
ing events. “The experience that i gained 
on the court helped frame the years of my 
career that followed and certainly made me 
much more comfortable doing this job than 
i would have felt otherwise.” He still turns to 
michel’s guidance with regularity, he adds.

Smith returned to private practice fol-
lowing his clerkship. He was focusing on 
patent litigation at the district court level and 
serving as managing partner for a Dewey 
Ballentine office in Texas when he was asked 
to consider becoming global director of intel-
lectual property licensing at nokia in 2004. 
The mobile device manufacturer’s technol-
ogy and attendant legal issues aligned well 
with his longtime practice, he says. 

“it was just a fabulous job,” he says of 
his three-and-a-half years at nokia. “i trav-
eled constantly, participating in licensing 
and cross-licensing of technology for mobile 
devices, cell phones, computers — nokia’s 
entire product set. And i got to conduct 

James	D.	Smith	’86	
IP leader to patent judge
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negotiations in countries all over the world, 
and to visit and participate in companion liti-
gation. The entire time was a highlight reel.”

Smith calls his position as chief intellec-
tual property counsel at Baxter international 
“equally fabulous.” Significantly, it gave him 
exposure to biotechnology patent and licens-
ing matters, which has proven useful in his 
current position, he says.

Smith credits his career satisfaction with 
motivating his longtime volunteer service on 
the Duke law Alumni Association and now 
on the Board of Visitors. 

“Being granted admission to Duke law 
was one of the best things that ever hap-
pened to me,” he says, noting that such 
professors as lange, Jerome Culp, robert 
mosteller, John weistart, and Sara Sun Beale 
left a lasting impression.

“it was a fabulous place to go to school — 
the atmosphere of learning, the simultane-
ously collaborative and competitive ethos of 
the school were remarkable. The fabulous 
opportunities for learning and the caring 
instruction i received made me feel perma-
nently indebted to the school.” 

Smith also praises the efforts of Dean 
David F. levi and his predecessors to encour-
age alumni engagement with Duke law. 

“Just the thrill of being invited back to 
participate in the law Alumni Association 
motivated further interest to get involved.” d 
— Frances Presma

cHriS DuSSeAulT’S Blackberry 
lit up just as soon as he and his 

wife had settled in at their table in a 
nantucket restaurant on an August 2010 
evening. He knew the simple message 
— “Perry, 09-2292, release set for tomor-
row” — signaled an interruption to their 
long-delayed holiday.

Dusseault, an antitrust and complex 
commercial litigator and co-partner in 
charge of the los Angeles and Century 
City offices of Gibson Dunn, had wrapped 
up the trial in Perry v. Schwarzenegger — 
the constitutional challenge to California’s 
Proposition 8 — in January 2010, with 
closing arguments that spring. He had 
hoped the District Court would provide 
advance notice of when the decision would 
be released; he knew he would have to 
hustle up to San Francisco for the media 
frenzy sure to follow.

“For weeks, i’d been driving around los 
Angeles with a packed suitcase in my car, 
waiting for that email,” says Dusseault, a 
member of the Duke law Board of Visitors.

now he had 24 hours to hustle across 
the country.

The unlikely duo of Gibson Dunn’s Ted 
olson and David Boies of Boies Schiller 
led the team that brought the federal court 
challenge after the 2008 ballot initiative 
recognizing only marriage between a man 
and a woman was upheld by the California 
Supreme Court. Adversaries in Bush v. 
Gore — olson subsequently served as 
solicitor general under President George 
w. Bush — the two filed a complaint in 
the u.S. District Court in San Francisco, 
claiming the law violated rights of equal 
protection and due process guaranteed 
under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Dusseault says he was honored to 
be brought into the case in its earliest 
stage by olson and Gibson Dunn’s Ted 
Boutrous, with whom he worked on 
business cases. “i love my work, i love 
the business cases,” he says. “But we 
all knew what a huge deal this was and 
how important this could be for thou-
sands of people.”

Chris	Dusseault	’94
Taking on Proposition 8

 I really can’t imagine 
having scoped out a better 
25-year course of study 
for this job than the one I 
happened into.” — James smith ’86
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chris dusseault, center, celebrating with colleagues on Feb. 7, after a three-judge 

panel of the Ninth circuit upheld the verdict in Perry v. Schwarzenegger. 



The team worked under the radar while 
drafting the complaint. “i had to keep things 
secret even from my wife for a few weeks, 
and i never keep anything secret from her,” 
Dusseault says. “when i told her about it, i 
remember her just very sweetly saying, ‘This 
is why you went to law school.’”

when the presiding judge expedited the 
case for a trial within six months, Dusseault 
became Gibson Dunn’s field marshal, coor-
dinating the handling of multiple experts 
and witnesses for the three firm offices 
involved, along with counterparts at Boies 
Schiller and in the San Francisco City 
Attorney’s office.

The expedited schedule had them work-
ing at a breakneck pace. “we had 45 days 
to identify and hire all of our experts and 
prepare and serve their reports on the other 
side,” he says. “And then we had three to 
four months to take and defend the deposi-
tions of some 25 witnesses.”

Though he was in his element organizing 
the case and running discovery, Dusseault 
was less familiar with the underlying civil 
rights law. immersing himself in cases such 
as Lawrence v. Texas and Loving v. Virginia 
made it clear to him that his clients should 
win the challenge, he says. “we knew that 
this was a groundbreaking case because 
gay men and lesbians have historically been 
denied equal rights, but it was also fully sup-
ported by precedent. we really hammered on 
this at trial — that more than 14 times, the 
u.S. Supreme Court has recognized that the 
right to marry is a fundamental individual 
right. And there was really no question that 
Proposition 8 denies that right for gay and 
lesbian people.”

He found defending two of the plaintiffs 
for depositions particularly compelling. “i 
prepare people for depositions — it’s what 

i do,” Dusseault says. “But this was very 
different from a business dispute; here 
they were being deposed about who they 
are. ‘who are you, why are you this way, is 
it good or bad, could you change it if you 
wanted to, why do you love the person you 
love, couldn’t you love someone else?’ These 
are questions that are astonishing to think 
about, let alone have to answer under oath.

“in the weeks before trial it hit me what 
a powerful story this was going to be,” 
Dusseault adds. “i looked at the testimony of 
the four plaintiffs and the powerful things 
they had to say about discrimination, and 
then i turned to the experts. we had really 
the top scholars from throughout the world, 
who had spent their whole lives just study-
ing specific fields — the study of relation-
ships, the study of the history of marriage, 
the study of discrimination against gays and 
lesbians, the study of political power, all of 
which were relevant to the issues before the 
court — and it brought home to me what an 
educational moment this was.”

Dusseault says he found many poignant 
moments during the 12-day trial, in which he 
examined key expert witnesses and presented 
evidence from the Proposition 8 campaign. 
“every day as we’d walk into court, people 
were lined up waiting for seats and they 
would shake our hands, saying ‘thank you for 
what you’re doing.’” 

He also reveled in the professional oppor-
tunity the case represented. “Here i was 
trying a case with Ted olson, who’s had 
just about as much experience in the u.S. 
Supreme Court as any lawyer of his time, 
and with David Boies, who i think is appro-
priately regarded as one of the greatest trial 
lawyers ever,” he says. “i had moments when 
i’d just step back and say, ‘is this real’?

“i don’t do this kind of thing, but if i’d 

gone to a fortune teller a year before who’d 
said ‘in the next year i see you trying a major 
civil rights case, advocating marriage equal-
ity, and you’d be trying the case with Ted 
olson and David Boies,’ i would have said, 
‘you need to find a new line of work.’”

Dusseault made it from nantucket to San 
Francisco in time to sit with his team and 
read Judge Vaughn r. walker’s 136-page 
opinion, finding for the plaintiffs. He says 
watching their clients’ reaction to the news 
was a career highlight.

“i don’t know that i’ll ever have another 
legal experience like this. it was amazing, 
but it can’t replicate the impact on their 
lives. And to watch their tears of joy and 
excitement — the overwhelming emotion of 
it was incredible.”

while all involved assumed the verdict 
meant the plaintiffs would be able to marry 
promptly, that has not happened. The u.S. 
Court of Appeals for the ninth Circuit 
stayed the District Court’s injunction against 
enforcement of Proposition 8, and that 
stay remains in effect today. on Feb. 7 the 
ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s 
judgment in favor of the plaintiffs, and on 
June 6 it denied the request by Proposition 
8 proponents for an en banc review. The pro-
ponents of Proposition 8 are likely to petition 
for certiorari in the u.S. Supreme Court, 
notes Dusseault, who remains involved in all 
aspects of the case.

“i love the case, and i’m happy that i get to 
keep working on it,” he says. “But the tragic 
part of it is, Judge walker was right — you 
have fundamental rights being denied every 
single day that this law remains in effect. 
Hopefully the day will come soon that this 
case is concluded and our clients can finally 
exercise the right to marry that so many oth-
ers take for granted.” d — Sharon McCloskey

I prepare people for depositions — it’s what I do. But this 
was very different from a business dispute; here they were 
being deposed about who they are. ‘Who are you, why are 
you this way, is it good or bad, could you change it if you 
wanted to, why do you love the person you love, couldn’t 
you love someone else?’” —  chris dusseault ’94
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aS He neAreD his graduation from  
  Howard university with the high-

est honors in 1961, David robinson 
hoped to go to the best law school he 
could afford, but never dreamed of 
going to Duke. Then he met Dean elvin 
“Jack” latty, who aimed to end segrega-
tion at Duke. 

“was i seeking integration? no,” says 
robinson. “in fact, my entire family was 
opposed to it. They were concerned for 
my safety.” But robinson found latty, 
who came to Howard looking for poten-
tial students, to be “a most persuasive, 
fatherly figure. He said, ‘we’re gonna do 
this.’” in convincing robinson to accept 
a scholarship, latty, who served as dean 
from 1957 to 1966, also talked up Duke’s 
intellectual caliber. “He said, ‘Here’s an 
opportunity to attend a small law school 
that is a true center for legal education.’ 
For me, it was a no-brainer.” now retired 
from a first career at Xerox Corp., and a 
second one with the miami-Dade County 
court system in Florida, robinson feels 
he made the right choice.

robinson, who broke the color barrier 
at Duke along with walter Johnson Jr. ’64, 
recalls feeling comfortable at Duke. 
“Classmates were congenial. They didn’t go 
out of their way, but i didn’t feel isolated,” he 
says. latty was always available as a 
sounding board. Although he perceived no 
grading bias on the part of the professors 
who were “thoroughly professional,” 
robinson admits that he and Johnson shared 
a “special pressure” to be prepared for being 
called on in class. But for the most part, 
politics did not intrude on the business of 
learning law. 

 “This was the early 1960s,” he says. 
“Civil rights legislation was pending before 
Congress. Freedom riders were traveling 
through the South. But at Duke, the law stu-
dents were so busy studying, that there was 
not much in the way of controversial discus-
sion. in that way, i suppose i was protected 
by the very walls i integrated.”  He recalls 
receiving encouragement and support from 
Floyd mcKissick, a prominent Durham civil 
rights lawyer (and father of Floyd mcKissick 
Jr. ’83) who robinson met in his second year. 

robinson joined the Federal reserve 
following his 1964 graduation, opting for 
public sector employment at a time when 
many major law firms remained segregated. 
in 1967, he took an in-house position at 
Xerox in rochester, n.y. Two years later, 
he found that a company survey indicating 
that black employees were happy with their 
positions and salaries had been fudged. He 
helped organize the Concerned Association 
of rochester, inc., a nonprofit organization 
devoted to the elimination of discrimination 
at Xerox, and served as its executive director. 

“Trained, as i was, as a lawyer, i was 
able to talk toe-to-toe with executives, draw 
conclusions from fact, and show them pat-
terns and islands of isolation where there 
were no blacks and where they appeared to 
be pursuing a philosophy of tokenism,” says 
robinson. “After a couple of meetings, they 

acknowledged that we helped them to 
face a significant problem — and face it 
early on.” Xerox became known for its 
progressive management, he adds. “i’m 
very proud of the fact that their Ceo 
today is an African American woman.” 

in 1978, robinson became senior 
counsel for Xerox operations on the 
west Coast. He loved corporate work, 
he says.

“Dean latty once had in mind he 
wanted me to teach the law. That was 
not in the cards because once i got into 
corporate work, i was hooked. Xerox 
offered the opportunity to be involved 
not only with domestic law but trans-
national matters. And it’s a wonderful 
thing to have a single client.” 

robinson got another client and a 
second career when he was contacted 
by fellow Duke law alumnus Gerald 
wetherington ’63, following his 1988 
retirement from Xerox and return to his 
native Florida. 

“Jerry wetherington was the chief 
judge [of the eleventh Judicial Circuit 
of Florida] at the time. He said, ‘Dave, 

why don’t you come help us out in the 
courts — we can use the skills you acquired 
at Xerox.’” robinson volunteered his ser-
vices for six months when wetherington 
suggested he “write up a job description.” 
robinson became the first general counsel to 
the eleventh Judicial Circuit of Florida, and 
served that circuit for almost a decade. 

A former member of the Duke law Board 
of Visitors and active as a volunteer in vari-
ous community organizations, robinson 
calls service his “first order of business.” 
He remains grateful for the “unprecedented 
opportunities” he had at Howard, at Duke, 
and in his career. 

“i always wanted to do my best, but never 
felt i had anything to prove to anyone other 
than myself,” he says. “i just wanted to be 
myself and the best human being that i 
could be.” d — Paula Edelson

David	Robinson	II	’64
Integrating Duke was just a start
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JuST THree yeArS AGo, it would not 
have been possible for noor Alfawzan 

to graduate from Duke law School with 
her llm. That’s because Alfawzan was 
part of the very first class of women to 
obtain law degrees in her home country of 
Saudi Arabia. 

“i was one of seven when i graduated,” 
says Alfawzan, who graduated first in her 
class from Prince Sultan university College 
for women in riyadh in 2010. “now there 
are more than 100.”

Alfawzan says many law firms in Saudi 
Arabia are eager to hire women.

“it’s a huge shift,” she says. “when i first 
went to law school people said, ‘Are you seri-
ous, you really think you’re going to be a 
lawyer in Saudi?’ But people have witnessed 
it happening, and it’s generally accepted.” 

Alfawzan’s desire to become a lawyer 
began at a young age. 

“my father was a lawyer, so i could have 
been influenced by him. it could be in my 
genes, i don’t know,” she says. “it’s just 
something i always wanted.”

Alfawzan initially began her university 
studies in information systems, because law 
wasn’t an option. She immediately switched 
degree programs when the option became 
available and hasn’t looked back.

“i was extremely lucky and it was the best 
decision i’ve ever made,” she says.

Alfawzan says she and her law classmates 
in riyadh became very close and met fre-
quently outside of class to study.

“During finals we gathered every day at 
someone’s house and we all studied togeth-
er,” Alfawzan says. 

Because it was a condensed program – 
students were required to take around 18 
credits per semester — not all students com-
pleted the program at the same time. She 
says all the women have since graduated and 
many are now working in law firms or gov-
ernmental bodies.

Since receiving her degree in 2010, 
Alfawzan has worked at latham & watkins 
in both Dubai and riyadh specializing in 
corporate law and finance, which was also 
the focus of her studies at Duke law.

Alfawzan says she 
chose Duke law for its 
reputation overseas.

“A lot of the suc-
cessful people in 
my country are 
Duke graduates,” 
she says. “The 
head of the Saudi 
Arabian monetary 
Agency [mohammed 
Al-Sheaibi] is an SJD 
alumnus and he’s 
a great example.” 
Al-Sheaibi received 
both his llm and 
SJD from Duke law 
in 1990 and 1993, 
respectively. He is 
now director of the 
local department at 
the Saudi Arabian 
monetary Agency.

while at Duke law, 
Alfawzan participated 
in several pro bono 
groups, including the 
Street law program, 
through which she 
visited a local middle 
school to teach stu-
dents how to perform 
in a mock trial.

“it was fantastic,” Alfawzan says. “i love 
children. when i saw them on the day they 
were performing, i was so happy, so proud.”

She also did Arabic translations for the 
iraqi refugee Assistance Project, taught 
Arabic to children at a local islamic center, 
and was the llm representative of the Duke 
Student organization for legal issues in the 
middle east and north Africa.

Alfawzan is staying in Durham for the 
summer and sitting for the new york State 
Bar exam in July.

“eventually i want to go back to Saudi and 
work in private practice to add value to my 
country,” she says.

She will take with her classroom knowl-
edge, and all she learned from her peers.

“i learned so much on a personal level,” 
she says. “what’s good about the llm 
program is that we were a group of 96 
students from many different countries, 
so you learn at least one thing from each 
person you meet.”

Alfawzan says some of the friendships 
she formed were unexpected.

“it’s amazing. i never thought that at 
this age i’d still be forming new friendships 
that will last forever,” Alfawzan says. “i’m 
friends with people i never imagined i’d be 
friends with and i’ve met people from 
countries so far away from home — Japan, 
Chile, Peru. it just widens your horizon, so 
you go back with a different perspective.” d 
— Valerie Marino

Noor	Alfawzan	LLM	’12
Leading the way for Saudi Arabian women in law

Noor Alfawzan, right, presented the llm Award for leadership and community 
service to classmate ryham ragab, left, at the 2012 Graduation Gala in may.



on A loVely DAy last spring, James 
Gillenwater woke up in a Pinehurst, 

n.C., hospital room with a fully bandaged 
head. “my family was there, all three of my 
roommates were there, and Dean Belk was 
there,” he recalls. Jason Belk is the assistant 
dean for student affairs at Duke law.

Before he woke up, the last thing 
Gillenwater could remember was getting 
sick on the sidelines of a graduate student-
league rugby game in Pinehurst after 
another player’s head accidentally “torpe-
doed” into his during a tackle by a third 
player. Gillenwater’s skull was fractured. He 
was rushed to the nearest hospital, where he 
underwent emergency surgery for an epidu-
ral hematoma — bleeding between his skull 
and his brain.

“i didn’t know if i’d be able to resume 
classes, finish the semester or take my 
exams. But the next few weeks really encap-
sulated my overall experience of the law 
School as a tight-knit, collegial, and collabora-
tive community,” Gillenwater says. “my law 
school friends looked after me day and night, 
brought me food, gave me class notes. my 
professors sent me emails, telling me not to 
worry. everyone here just rallied around me.”

with the help of this network, Gillenwater 
finished the semester — he took his finals 
just a week late and did well. Then he 
spent the summer working at williams & 
Connolly in washington, D.C. 

The only thing Gillenwater hasn’t done 
since his injury is play rugby, a true sacri-
fice for someone who served as captain of 

the uSA rugby team for three years prior 
to entering law school. while playing for 
the national squad he suffered multiple 
concussions and was told he should never 
play again. But the allure of Duke’s gradu-
ate sports league was difficult to resist. 
“Somehow i convinced myself it was alright 
to play in some games — moderately — and 
not really tackle that hard,” he admits. 

Gillenwater has not formed a single 
scrum since being injured, but he has 
remained an advocate of the sport. He has 
shared his passion broadly during his time 
at Duke, starting a rugby program for inner-
city Durham youngsters during his second 
year with a grant from the Albert Schweitzer 
Fellowship Program. He found the experi-
ence richly rewarding. 

James	Gillenwater	’12
Rugby and academic standout, grateful “Duke fan”

As a 2l, James Gillenwater started a rugby program for youngsters at the John Avery Boys & Girls club in durham. The initiative, 
which included academic tutoring, was funded by the Albert schweitzer Fellowship Program.
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Duke in D.c. granD opening anD 
Supreme court cLerk ceLebration » June 12, 2012

memBerS of the Barrister Donor Society and Heritage Society 
celebrated the opening of Duke university’s washington, D.C. 

office where Duke in D.C. classes will be held, as well as Duke law 
School’s recent Supreme Court clerks. u.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Samuel A. Alito, Chief Judge David B. Sentelle of the united States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, and Dean 
David F. levi offered remarks at the event. d

Justice samuel A. Alito

sarah hawkins warren ’08, Alito clerk ryan Newman, 

meghan Ferguson ’10, and Judge richard J. leon of 

the u.s. district court for the district of columbia

Professor christopher schroeder, co-founder of the 

duke in d.c. program, and Julian Yap ’07. Yap now 

is senior counsel in the department of Justice’s 

office of legal Policy, which schroeder heads.

Garrick sevilla ’07, left, clerked for Justice Alito. 

 “none of them had played,” he says of 
his pre-teen players. “And they picked it up 
so quickly. To go out there for a few hours a 
week and spend time with those kids, and 
to share something you know and love with 
them just brings out the best in you.” until 
his injury, he also coached the Duke under-
graduate rugby team. 

Gillenwater devoted an independent 
study project to legal and policy research on 
concussion prevention in organized sports; 
Professor Paul H. Haagen, a sports law 
expert, was his adviser. “what we posit is the 
need for an independent concussion evalu-
ator at sporting events to work with team 
physicians — someone who would make the 
final call” regarding how serious a player’s 
head injury may be, and when he or she can 
return to the game, Gillenwater says. 

They also call for better diagnostic criteria 
— something Gillenwater says he could have 
benefited from following his first concussion 
during a 2009 world Cup tournament in 
Dubai. “The medical staff did the best they 

could, and i wasn’t as candid as i could have 
been,” he says. “i convinced them to let me 
get back on the field the next day. i aggra-
vated the injury further on the first play.” 

All in all, Gillenwater estimates that he 
suffered three concussive events during a 
three-week period. “i couldn’t read and had 
to sit in a dark room, as it hurt to go out in 
sunlight. it even hurt to take a shower,” he 
recalls. “And i’d repeat myself every few 
minutes. it’s completely disorienting when 
someone tells you ‘you just told me that.’ you 
lose all sense of grounding.”

He had, happily, recovered his concentra-
tion by the time he arrived at Duke law, 
where he was a notes editor on the Duke 
Law Journal and was runner up in the 2010 
Jessup Cup moot Court tournament. His 
classmates awarded him the 2012 Justin 
miller Award for citizenship at their gradua-
tion gala in may.

“James has been a remarkable con-
tributor,” says Haagen. “in his research, 
he brought the analytical ability of a well-

trained legal mind, the discipline of a high-
level international athlete, and the passion of 
someone with deep personal experience of 
the issues he was writing about. it was one 
of those rare and exciting combinations.

“James was consistently one of the most 
insightful participants in class discussions 
— until he got kicked in the head. Then, 
coming back well before it seemed humanly 
possible, he was quiet during a healing pro-
cess but, once healed, was every bit as intel-
lectually ferocious as he had been before.”

After a post-graduation clerkship with 
Judge robert Chatigny of the u.S. District 
Court for the District of Connecticut, he 
plans to return to williams & Connolly. 

“But i’ll always be a Duke fan,” says 
Gillenwater, returning to his time in the 
hospital, and the efforts of the law School to 
help him keep on track. “This really proves 
how much Duke looks after its own, and 
it’s humbling that they thought i had done 
enough good for them to look after me. i’ll 
never forget it.” d — Paula Edelson
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1961
Donald Dietrich has joined the winter Park, 
Florida firm of swann, hadley, stump, dietrich & 
spears as of counsel and adviser to its trial prac-
tice. donald served on the u.s. district court for 
the middle district of Florida as u.s. magistrate 
judge for 25 years, retiring in 1996. he has since 
been appointed to the united states district 
courts for Northern Georgia, southern Alabama, 
eastern Tennessee, and middle North carolina for 
extended periods to cover vacancies in chambers.

1963
Julian c. Juergensmeyer, professor and Ben 
F. Johnson chair in law at Georgia state university, 
has published Quick Review: Property 5th (west 
Publishing co., 2012), with carol n. brown ’95. 

1966
bruce h. anderson was honored by the oregon 
state Bar with its Active Pro Bono Award in october 
2011. Now retired from active practice in eugene, 
Bruce helps lane county legal Aid clients primarily 
with real estate and small business matters. 

1967
steven m. roth has published Mandarin 
Yellow (Telemachus Press, 2011), a mystery novel 
introducing socrates cheng.

1968

 
James h. Kelly Jr., of counsel 
at Kilpatrick Townsend in winston-
salem, was named to the 2012 
edition of Best Lawyers in the areas 
of insurance law, and commercial, 
antitrust, mergers and acquisitions, 
securities, trusts and estates, and 

personal injury litigation. Best Lawyers also named 
Jim a 2012 “lawyer of the Year” in the area of insur-
ance law. he also was named to the list of 2012 
North carolina super lawyers by North Carolina 
Super Lawyers magazine in the area of business 
litigation, and to Business North Carolina’s 2012 
“legal elite.” he also was included in the publica-
tion’s hall of Fame.

1969
wayne r. vason was honored by the Georgia 
Planned Giving council with its “Greater Good 
Award” on April 25 at an event at the Buckhead 
club in Atlanta. wayne, senior counsel at Troutman 
sanders where he specializes in trusts and estates, 
was honored for his career excellence and work as 
a charitable adviser. he has initiated planned giv-
ing programs with numerous Atlanta nonprofits, 
and serves on the development committees and 
board of advisers of many other organizations in 
the state. 

1971
James r. Fox, of counsel at Bell, davis & Pitt 
in winston-salem, has been named a 2012 North 
carolina super lawyer in the area of business 
litigation. Jim also has been named to the 2012 
class of the state’s “legal elite” by Business North 
Carolina magazine.

  This section reflects notifications received by march 27, 2011.
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Field Note

Stephen	Leckar	’73	makes	his	case	on	
warrantless	surveillance

sTePheN c. lecKAr’s first supreme court argument was a winner. in the court’s decision in U.S. v. 

Jones, handed down Jan. 23, the justices resolved a split among the circuit courts of Appeals and held 

9-0 that the warrantless installation and use of a tracking device on a suspect’s vehicle constituted a “search” 

and, therefore, implicated the Fourth Amendment rights of leckar’s client, respondent Antoine Jones. 

The washington, d.c., police had tracked Jones 24/7 for 28 days prior to his arrest on drug charges by 

hiding a GPs on his Jeep; the device generated more than 2,000 pages of data relating to his location. 

leckar, who teamed up with one of the nation’s top appellate advocates, Professor walter dellinger iii, on 

his brief and preparation for oral argument, argued that the police had committed a trespass against Jones 

when they attached the GPs device to his car; that violation, he contended, resulted in an unconstitutional 

search and seizure of data in a way that was all-encompassing. his argument was persuasive.

“The Government’s attachment of the GPs device to the vehicle, and its use of that device to monitor the 

vehicle’s movements, constitutes a search under the Fourth Amendment,” wrote Justice Antonin scalia for 

the majority; Justices samuel Alito and sonia sotomayor filed extensive concurring opinions.

The ruling, which affirmed a decision by the d.c. circuit, made him feel “like i had done my duty as a foot 

soldier for the Fourth Amendment,” said leckar, who specializes in federal commercial litigation, criminal 

defense, and business counseling in his washington practice. “i think the decision, although narrow, will 

have significant implications for future generations of Fourth Amendment and privacy litigants.”

it’s worth noting that duke law had another legal luminary involved in U.S. v. Jones; deputy solicitor 

General michael Dreeben ’81 argued the case on behalf of the government, making his 83rd appearance 

before the supreme court. d
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1972
cary a. moomjian Jr. has established cAm 
oilserv Advisors llc and cary A. moomjian, Jr. 
Pc in Plano, Texas, to provide advisory, consulting, 
mediation and legal services to the drilling, oil ser-
vice and petroleum industries. cary spent 35 years 
as an executive in the oil and gas drilling industry, 
during which he served as vice president and gen-
eral counsel to santa Fe international corporation 
and ensco Plc.

John r. wester, a partner with robinson 
Bradshaw & hinson in charlotte, has been 
selected for the inaugural edition of Benchmark 
Appellate, a new reference guide recognizing the 
nation’s top appellate litigation firms and their 
attorneys. he is one of two charlotte attorneys 
and one of 10 North carolina lawyers identified as 
“local litigation stars” in the first annual rankings. 
he focuses his practice on the trials and appeals of 
complex civil litigation.  

1974
colin brown, president and ceo of Jm Family 
enterprises, received the the sun sentinel co.’s 
2011 excalibur Award as Business leader, Broward 
county. colin was recognized for his corporate and 
community achievements on April 29 at the Boca 
raton resort & club.  

 
roger K. Ferland, a partner in 
the Phoenix office of Quarles & 
Brady, has been named by Southwest 
Super Lawyers magazine as among 
the top five percent of attorneys in 
Arizona for 2012. he is a member 
of his firm’s environmental practice 

group and chairs its clean energy, climate change, 
and sustainability practice.

edward a. studzinski, the co-manager of the 
oakmark equity and income Fund since 2000, 
stepped down from management of the fund and 
retired from harris Associates, the fund’s adviser, 
on Jan. 1, 2012. 

1975
alan J. Koman has published A Who’s Who of 
Your Ancestral Saints (Geneological Publishing, 
2010). The book helps readers trace their genealog-
ical links to medieval europe and early christianity. 
more information can be found at www.geneologi-
cal.com. Alan is in private practice in Atlanta.

1976

 
michael F. Perley, a member of 
the Buffalo-based firm of hurwitz 
& Fine, has been named 2012 
president of the western New 
York Trial lawyers Association. 
michael’s practice focuses on 
litigation defense, municipal law, 

and transportation negligence. he was named one 
of the Top 50 lawyers in New York state outside 
of New York city by New York Super Lawyers 
Magazine — Upstate Edition and was named to the 
2012 list of Best Lawyers in America.

1977

 
c. Thomas work, a share-
holder at stevens & lee in reading, 
Pa., received the Berks Arts 
council’s inaugural Pagoda Award 
for community leadership and 
commitment to the Arts in may 
2011. Tom was honored for his work 

with the reading musical Foundation in enhanc-
ing its music scholarship and outreach programs 
by expanding offerings on merit and awards on 
financial need.

1978
James T.r. Jones has published a memoir, 
A Hidden Madness, about his experience with 
bipolar disorder. he is a professor of law at the 
louis d. Brandeis school of law at the university 
of louisville. he also speaks frequently on severe 
mental illness, stigma, and the value of treatment. 
his book is available on amazon.com. 

renee J. montgomery, a partner in the raleigh 
office of Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein, was 
honored with the 2011 dr. ellen B. winston Award 
by the Association of home and hospice care 
of North carolina. The award is presented annu-
ally to an individual who has made a significant 
contribution to home care and hospice in North 
carolina. renee focuses her practice in the health 
law area and has extensive experience in regulatory 
and administrative law, and frequently lectures on 
health law and administrative law issues. 

1979
g. michael bellinger has joined Arent Fox 
in New York as a litigation partner. he focuses 
his practice in the areas of white collar criminal 
defense, internal corporate investigations, complex 
commercial litigation, securities law litigation, and 
employment law litigation. he previously was with 
dorsey & whitney.

Timothy w. mountz was awarded the 2011 
morris harrell Professionalism Award by the 
Texas center for legal ethics and the dallas Bar 
Association (dBA). Tim is a partner at Baker Botts 
in dallas, where he concentrates his practice in the 
areas of professional liability litigation, securities 
litigation, securities enforcement, and complex 
business litigation. he served as dBA president 
in 2005 and as a director of the state Bar of Texas 
from 2006 to 2010. he currently serves as trustee 
and vice chair of the dallas Bar Foundation.

steven g. Polard has joined davis wright 
Tremaine as a partner in the firm’s los Angeles 
office. A bankruptcy and commercial litigator, he 
primarily represents secured creditors, includ-
ing banks and special servicers of commercial 
mortgage-backed securities. he previously was a 
partner at Perkins coie. 

Louis vinay was appointed city attorney of 
morganton, N.c., by the morganton city council 
on march 5. he previously practiced at starnes 
law Firm and served as town attorney for connelly 
springs and Glen Alpine, N.c.

J. william widing iii has returned to pri-
vate practice with the wyomissing, Pa., law firm 
of Kozloff stoudt after four years heading the 
Guardianship and special Needs Trust unit of 
Pennsylvania Trust co., as a senior vice president. 
Bill is a senior member of the firm’s trusts and 
estates practice. 

1980

 
michael L. hall, a partner at Burr 
& Forman in Birmingham, Ala., was 
inducted as a fellow of the American 
college of Bankruptcy during a cere-
mony at the u.s. supreme court. he 
also was named a “2012 lawyer of 
the Year” in the area of litigation — 

bankruptcy by Best Lawyers, and ranked as a lead-
ing practitioner in the 2012 edition of Chambers 
USA. he chairs the firm’s creditors’ rights and 
bankruptcy practice group. most of his practice 
involves representing various interests in chapter 
11 proceedings.

 
John h. hickey has been elected 
for a third term to the Florida Bar 
Board of Governors. Jack is the 
principal of the hickey law Firm 
in miami. in 2011 he was named 
to the “legal elite” in the areas of 
aviation, admiralty, and maritime 

by Florida Trend magazine, as a “super lawyer” 
by superlawyer.com, and a “Top lawyer” in the 
areas of personal injury and maritime by the South 
Florida Legal Guide.

r. scott Toop joined wendy’s co. as senior vice 
president, general counsel, and secretary, and a 
member of wendy’s executive leadership team in 
January. he previously served as general counsel at 
Tim hortons, inc.

richard D. willstatter, a partner at Green 
& willstatter in white Plains, N.Y., was sworn in 
as president of the New York state Association 
of criminal defense lawyers in January. richard 
also serves as a vice chair of the Amicus curiae 
committee of the National Association of criminal 
defense lawyers.

1981
John J. coleman iii has been ranked as a lead-
ing practitioner in the 2012 edition of Chambers 
USA. John is a partner at Burr & Forman in 
Birmingham, Ala., where he is a member of the 
firm’s labor and employment law section.

blake watson has published Buying America 
From the Indians: Johnson v. McIntosh and 
the History of Native Land Rights (oklahoma 
university Press, 2012). Blake is a professor of 
law at the university of dayton school of law 
where he teaches property, administrative law, 
environmental law, and natural resources law.
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1982
ruth Dukelow has joined the cooperating 
libraries in consortium (clic) in st. Paul, minn., 
as executive director. she previously was associate 
director of the midwest collaborative for library 
services. clic supports a wide range of library 
services, including digitization of selected library 
collections and access to electronic resources. 

barbara s. esbin has been named managing 
partner in the washington office of chicago-based 
cinnamon mueller. Before retiring from public 
service, Barbara held a number of positions at the 
Federal communications commission, including 
associate media bureau chief. she has represented 
the American cable Association and worked as 
a senior fellow and director at the Progress and 
Freedom Foundation.

 
David s. Felman, shareholder and 
leader of the corporate and tax prac-
tice group at hill ward henderson 
in Tampa, has been elected as vice 
chairman of Florida Venture Forum, 
an advisory and support program for 
the entrepreneurial community in the 

state of Florida. he also has been named to the 
2012 edition of Florida Super Lawyers and the Super 
Lawyers Business Edition.

 
Jeffrey L. Piemont has been 
elected to partnership at Nixon 
Peabody in New York city. he focuses 
his practice on the federal, state, and 
local income tax aspects of municipal 
and NGo finance. he joined Nixon 
Peabody as counsel in 2001.

1983
Daniel mccarthy is director of special proj-
ects for the Jacksonville-based wounded warrior 
Project, a nonprofit that helps ailing veterans of 
the wars in Afghanistan and iraq.

Toshio nakao, a partner at Taft stettinius & 
hollister in cincinnati, has been listed as a 2012 
leading lawyer for international law by Cincy 
Magazine. Toshio’s practice focuses on Japanese 
companies doing business in the united states and 
American companies either doing or planning to 
do business in Japan.

Jeffrey s. schloemer, a partner at Taft 
stettinius & hollister in cincinnati, has been 
listed as a 2012 leading lawyer for commercial and 
contract law by Cincy Magazine. A co-chair of the 
firm’s business and finance practice group, Jeffrey 
practices primarily in the areas of banking and 
finance, mergers and acquisitions, and commercial 
and corporate law.  

1984
michael harvey has published We All Fall Down 
(Knopf, 2011), the fourth novel in a series featuring 
chicago private investigator michael Kelly. it is now 
available in paperback. michael was recognized 
as “chicagoan of the Year in literature” by the 
Chicago Tribune in december. his next novel, a 
crime thriller set on the campus of Northwestern 
university, will be published in fall 2012.

 
r. James robbins Jr., managing 
shareholder at hill ward henderson 
in Tampa, has been named to the 
2012 edition of Florida Super Lawyers 
and the Super Lawyers Business 
Edition. he focuses his practice on a 
wide range of commercial business 

and real estate matters.

1985

 
Janet ward black, principal 
of the Greensboro personal-injury 
firm ward Black law, was presented 
the Athena Award by Greensboro 
Partnership in January, in recognition 
of her professional achievements, 
service to the community, and 

leadership outreach to other women. Among her 
many achievements cited by the Partnership: her 
creation, while N.c. Bar Association president, of 
the “4All” program, now a model for providing 
free legal services to the poor, as well as her mem-
bership in and support of groups that foster and 
nurture women in business.

william w. horton has joined Johnston Barton 
Proctor & rose in Birmingham as a partner and 
member of the health care and business and tax 
practice teams. his primary focus is on the repre-
sentation of health care providers, financial services 
organizations and other business enterprises in the 
areas of mergers, acquisitions, and joint ventures, 
securities and corporate finance law, regulatory 
compliance, and corporate governance matters. he 
also teaches health law topics at the university of 
Alabama school of law as an adjunct professor.

bruce ruzinsky, a partner at Jackson walker in 
houston, was named to the 2012 edition of Best 
Lawyers. Bruce focuses his practice primarily on 
representing financial institutions, corporations, 
and other business entities in workout/restructure 
efforts as well as chapter bankruptcy proceedings. 

1986

 
george w. Finkbohner iii, a 
partner at cunningham Bounds in 
mobile, Ala., has been elected a fel-
low of the international society of 
Barristers. skip also was designated 
a “National litigation star” in the 
field of personal injury litigation in 

the 2012 (inaugural) edition of Benchmark Plaintiff. 
in march, he had a jury verdict make the list of the 
National Law Journal’s annual list of the top 100 
verdicts, his fourth since 2003.

Francis J. mootz iii became dean of 
the Pacific mcGeorge School of law in 
Sacramento on July 1. He previously was 
the william S. Boyd Professor of law 
and associate dean for academic affairs 
and faculty development at the william 
S. Boyd School of law at the university 
of nevada, las Vegas. Jay’s scholarship 
focuses on insurance, contract and sales 
law, and the relationships between law 
and contemporary european philosophy.

gary myers has been named dean of 
the university of missouri School of 
law, effective Aug. 15. He currently is 
associate dean for research, professor 
of law, and the ray & louise Stewart 
lecturer in law at the university of 
mississippi School of law, where he 
focuses his scholarship and teaching on 
antitrust law, copyright law, entertain-
ment/media law, torts, trial practice, 
and intellectual property. d

Class	of	1986:		Two	Deans
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christopher m. Kelly has been named partner 
in charge of Jones day in cleveland. chris also 
oversees the firm’s capital markets practice for 
North America.

Lisa Krupicka, a member of Burch, Porter & 
Johnson in memphis, was elected a Fellow of the 
college of labor and employment lawyers in 
November 2011.

1987

 
susanne i. haas was honored, 
in April, with the duke law Alumni 
Association’s international Alumni 
Award in recognition of her profes-
sionalism, personal integrity, and 
community service.  she is vice 
president and general counsel 

of environmental and combustion controls, a 
division of honeywell international inc. susi, who 
also holds a 1985 llm from duke law, is a past 
president of the lAA and regularly participates 
in the esQ career symposium and has taught in 
wintersession.  

 
robert e. harrington, a part-
ner and commercial litigator at 
robinson, Bradshaw & hinson in 
charlotte, was honored, in April, with 
the duke law Alumni Association’s 
2012 charles s. murphy Award for 
his long record of community ser-

vice through such organizations as the lawyers’ 
committee for civil rights under law, the 
levine museum of the New south, the charlotte-
mecklenburg schools, the Greater charlotte cultural 
Trust, and the mecklenburg county Bar. 

 
bruce L. rogers was honored, 
in April, with the duke law Alumni 
Association’s 2012 charles s. rhyne 
Award in recognition of his profes-
sionalism, personal integrity, and 
commitment to community service.  
The co-founder and managing direc-

tor of KrG capital Partners in denver, Bruce previ-
ously was a partner with hogan & hartson and 
Kirkland & ellis, specializing in corporate mergers 
and acquisitions, leveraged buyouts, private equity 
and corporate finance. he also is past chairman of 
the board of directors of Push America, a national 
nonprofit serving people with disabilities.

bart J. Patterson is serving as interim 
president of Nevada state college, having been 
appointed by unanimous vote of the Nevada Board 
of regents on Nov. 1. he previously served as vice 
chancellor of administrative and legal affairs for 
the Nevada system of higher education.

1988
Kathleen hamm, managing director of the 
securities practice group at Promontory Financial 
Group, has been named to the board of directors 
of the National stock exchange, inc. she serves 
on the board’s executive committee and chairs the 
regulatory oversight committee.  

David schwarz, a partner and litigator at irell 
& manella in los Angeles, has been elected vice-
chairman of the commission on california state 
Government organization and economy. Known 
widely as the “little hoover” commission, it is the 
state’s independent, bipartisan good government 
“watchdog” agency. david was first appointed 
to the commission by former Gov. Arnold 
schwarzenegger in 2007.

1989
Deena b. Jenab has joined seyferth Blumenthal 
& harris in Kansas city where she specializes in 
employment litigation and employment law counseling.

matthew w. sawchak has joined the faculty 
of campbell university’s Norman Adrian wiggins 
school of law as its first practitioner in residence. 
he teaches in the areas of civil procedure and 
antitrust, among others. matt is a partner at ellis 
& winters in raleigh, where he specializes in busi-
ness litigation, antitrust, and appeals. he was 
named 2012 “lawyer of the Year — litigation and 
Antitrust” in the raleigh area by Best Lawyers.

1990
Karen cashion has launched cashion law, llc 
in Alpharetta, Ga., providing corporate and tech-
nology law services as well as in-house litigation 
management services. she recently was appointed 
as a city of Alpharetta commissioner for the 
Natural resources commission.

D. Paul Dietrich ii of the orlando office of 
stump, dietrich & spears, together with his col-
leagues in the firm, have joined with the winter 
Park, Florida firm of swann & hadley to form 
swann, hadley, stump, dietrich & spears. Paul 
concentrates his practice in the areas of business, 
banking and real estate and co-manages the firm.

Kristyn elliott of the orlando office of stump, 
dietrich & spears, together with her colleagues in 
the firm, has joined with the winter Park, Fla., firm 
of swann & hadley to form swann, hadley, stump, 
dietrich & spears. Kristyn is a commercial civil trial 
attorney and a member of the firm’s litigation team. 
she focuses her practice primarily on the represen-
tation of lending institutions and creditors.

Donald m. nielsen, a partner at Bell, davis & 
Pitt in winston-salem, has been named to the 2012 
class of North carolina’s “legal elite” by Business 
North Carolina magazine. don’s practice focuses 
on environmental and land use law, as well as the 
related areas of local government and administra-
tive law, including restaurant regulation.

1991

 
Thomas J. biafore, a partner at 
Kilpatrick Townsend in Atlanta, was 
named to the 2012 edition of Best 
Lawyers in the areas of real estate 
law and securitization and structured 
finance law. Best Lawyers also named 
him a 2012 “Atlanta lawyer of the 

Year” in the area of securitization and structured 
finance law. Tom focuses his practice on struc-
tured finance and servicing matters relating to 
commercial mortgage-backed securities with an 
emphasis on federal tax and compliance issues.

1992
andrew Jen-guang Lin (sJD ’97) became 
a full professor at the National Taiwan university 
college of law in August 2011. he has been on 
the NTu faculty since 2003. his recent research 
focuses are corporate governance, internal control 
and internal audit mechanisms, investor protection 
law, and other topics in corporate and securities 
laws, and he teaches corporate law, securities law, 
banking law, Anglo-American contract law, finan-
cial law, comparative law, and emerging market 
enterprise and financial laws. 

 What are you doing? 
 Tell us at: www.law.duke.edu/alumni
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1993

 
Jeffrey a. benson, a partner 
at Kilpatrick Townsend in raleigh 
and winston-salem, was named to 
the 2012 edition of Best Lawyers in 
the area of real estate law. he also 
was named to the list of 2012 North 
carolina super lawyers by North 

Carolina Super Lawyers magazine, and to Business 
North Carolina’s 2012 “legal elite” in the area of real 
estate law. Jeff concentrates his practice on com-
mercial real estate, including development, zoning 
and land use, leasing, and real estate finance.

David Lender, a partner at weil, Gotshal & 
manges in New York city, has been appointed co-
chair of the firm’s litigation department.

richard smith joined Allen & overy in New 
York as senior counsel in January. richard’s prac-
tice focuses on mergers & acquisitions, capital 
markets, and risk management.

David steinberg has published his debut novel, 
Last Stop This Town (monkey Business Press, 2012), 
a coming-of-age novel about four friends on the 
eve of their high school graduation. it is available 
from online retailers. david’s screenwriting credits 
include “slackers,” “National lampoon’s Barely 
legal,” and “American Pie 2.” his directorial debut, 
“miss dial,” will be released later this year. he lives 
in santa monica with his wife and two children.

1994

 
russell b. Killen, a partner at 
Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein in 
raleigh, has been named chair of the 
firm’s 70-lawyer litigation depart-
ment. in his practice, russell repre-
sents clients in the areas of complex 
construction and development- 

related claims. he also is serving his second term 
as mayor of Knightdale and serves on the N.c. 
league of municipalities Planning & environment 
legislative Action committee, the executive com-
mittee of wake education Partnership, and is the 
immediate past president of the wake county 
mayor’s Association.

Todd rolapp has been elected managing 
partner of Bass, Berry & sims in Nashville, effec-
tive Jan. 1, 2013. Todd currently chairs the firm’s 
corporate and securities department and leads the 
executive compensation group. 

 
michael J. sorrell, president of 
Paul Quinn college in dallas, was 
honored with the duke law Alumni 
Association’s 2012 A. Kenneth Pye 
Award for excellence in education 
in April. michael stresses academic 
rigor, student services, institutional 

accountability, and a commitment to servant lead-
ership at Paul Quinn, which was  recognized in 
2011 as the “historically Black college of the Year.”  
he also has overseen significant campus improve-
ments including the transformation of the football 
field into a farm.  in may, michael, who holds an 
mPP from duke’s sanford school of Public Policy, 
served as alumni speaker at that school’s gradua-
tion ceremonies.

1995
carol n. brown, professor of law at the 
university of North carolina-chapel hill, has pub-
lished Quick Review: Property 5th (west Publishing 
co., 2012), with Julian c. Juergensmeyer ’63.

1996

 
william m. bryner, a partner 
at Kilpatrick Townsend in winston-
salem, was named to the 2012 edi-
tion of Best Lawyers in the area of 
litigation — intellectual property and 
trademark law. he also was named 
to the list of 2012 North carolina 

super lawyers by North Carolina Super Lawyers 
magazine and to Business North Carolina’s 2012 
“legal elite” in the area of intellectual property. 
Bill focuses his practice on trademark, unfair com-
petition, advertising, and copyright law, with an 
emphasis on litigating disputes in those fields.

1997
matthew gaudet, a partner at duane morris 
in Atlanta, has been named co-head of the firm’s 
newly formed iP litigation division of its intellectual 
property practice group. matthew practices in the 
area of intellectual property litigation with a focus 
on patent litigation as well as related complex 
commercial litigation and technology litigation.

Jennifer yelton henry and her husband, Kyle, 
welcomed their second daughter, lauren Noelle, 
on dec. 20, 2011, in dallas.

sue Kinz maggioni has joined massBay 
community college as assistant professor of para-
legal studies. she teaches intro to paralegal stud-
ies, litigation, legal research and writing, business 
law, family law and real estate law.

Timothy Profeta has been elected to member-
ship in the American law institute. Tim is the 
director of duke university’s Nicholas institute for 
environmental Policy solutions.

1998
seth h. Jaffe, an associate general counsel at 
the u.s. office of Government ethics, is currently 
on detail to the white house counsel’s office as 
an ethics adviser. seth previously served in the 
white house counsel’s office from 2009 to 2010.

David g. shapiro has launched his own 
Philadelphia firm, shapiro Tax law, which special-
izes in international and domestic tax planning to 
businesses and nonprofits. he previously was a 
partner at dechert. 

Jocelyn e. strauber has been named co-chief 
of the terrorism and international trafficking unit 
in the u.s. attorney’s office in manhattan. she 
previously was a deputy chief of the terrorism and 
international narcotics unit. 

1999

 
David bowsher, a partner at 
Adams and reese, has been named 
partner in charge of the firm’s 
Birmingham, Ala., office. david’s 
practice includes mergers and 
acquisitions involving troubled 
companies, corporate restructuring 

and bankruptcy issues, as well as other corporate, 
transactional, and governmental relations matters.

santiago cornu Labat has become a 
partner at cibils & castro cranwell in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.

Krista marie enns and her husband, david 
hlopak, announce the birth of their son, landon 
david, on march 19, 2012, in san Francisco.

Pamela Thacker orsak started her own law 
practice focusing on estate planning, probate, and 
guardianship in Victoria, Texas, in January 2011.

James sammataro has joined stroock & 
stroock & lavan as a partner in the firm’s enter-
tainment group in miami. he previously was a 
partner at Kasowitz Benson Torres & Friedman. 
James litigates and handles transactional matters 
for entertainment clients such as television and 
radio stations, touring companies, filmmakers, dis-
tributors, and talent. 

2000
Lin chua and her husband, evert Vink, announce 
the birth of their son, Kai Piet oliver, on Feb. 10, in 
New York city. he joins big brother Julian.

scott Dodson has joined the faculty of the 
university of california, hastings college of the 
law in san Francisco as a professor of law. he 
teaches civil procedure, federal courts, and com-
parative civil procedure. What are you doing? 
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brett Lund, executive vice president and general 
counsel of Gevo, inc., a renewable fuels and chem-
icals company, has received the Denver Business 
Journal’s “Best corporate counsel” award. he was 
recognized for his strong business acumen, intel-
lectual property expertise, strategic deal making, 
securities and exchange commission acumen, 
human resources knowledge, and experience in 
raising money. 

 
Dustin b. rawlin, a partner in the 
cleveland office of Tucker ellis, has 
been named a 2012 “law360 rising 
star” in the area of product liability. 
dustin represents businesses in 
complex civil litigation matters in 
courts throughout the united states. 

J. Lizette richards has joined Bulkley 
richardson as an associate. she is a member of the 
litigation/alternative dispute resolution department 
and works out of the firm’s springfield and Boston 
offices. she previously was an associate at Fierst, 
Pucci & Kane in Northampton.

mariana simoes has joined delmar-ugarte 
Abogados in lima, Peru, as of counsel. she previously 
led the Peruvian legal department of odebrecht.

2001
Faye rodman barbour and her husband, chris, 
announce the birth of their daughter, Nadia elise 
Ann, on dec. 7. Nadia joins big brother, solomon.

andrew bender and his wife, Julia, welcomed 
isla ruth on July 25, 2011. The family lives in 
Brooklyn heights where Andrew owns an equip-
ment leasing company. 

Jeanne “nan” Donnelly and her husband, 
John, announce the birth of their daughter, claire 
Jeanne, on June 14, 2011. she joins big sister 
sophie rachel.

stephen Pedersen has joined hayneedle, inc., 
a privately held e-commerce company in omaha, 
as general counsel. he previously was a partner at 
Kutak rock in omaha.

nell scott has been elected partner at orrick, 
herrington & sutcliffe, based in the firm’s london 
office. Nell’s practice focuses on cross-border 
m&A, debt and equity capital markets transac-
tions, and general u.s. corporate and securities 
law advice.

william r. Terpening has joined Nexsen 
Pruet in charlotte as a partner and member of 
the firm’s business litigation group. he previously 
was a founding partner of Anderson Terpening 
in charlotte where he focused on white-collar 
defense, civil litigation, and appellate matters.

 
Peter a. Tomasi was named to 
the 2011 “wisconsin rising stars” list 
in the area of environmental law by 
Wisconsin Super Lawyers magazine. 
Peter is a partner in the milwaukee 
office of Quarles & Brady where he 
focuses on environmental law.

Travis wheeler and his wife, lisa, welcomed 
daughter mia sonne on march 26, 2012. A partner 
and member of the antitrust practice team at 
Nexsen Pruet in columbia, s.c., Travis was selected 
by The State newspaper to its ninth annual list of 
“20 under 40” midlands professionals. 

2002
David c. boles has been elected partner at 
latham & watkins. Based in london, he is a corpo-
rate attorney with a focus on equity and debt capital 
markets, company representation and general secu-
rities law matters. he represents investment banks, 
sponsors and companies in a variety of industries 
on a range of both public and private offerings of 
equity and debt securities.

Lila hope has been elected partner at cooley llP 
in its Palo Alto office. she focuses her practice on 
the representation of technology companies, pri-
marily in the life sciences industry, with a particular 
emphasis on transactions involving complex intel-
lectual property, business, and operational issues, 
including strategic partnerships, discovery and 
option deals and asset purchases. 

 
sarah Pfuhl has been promoted 
to partner at wilmerhale in New 
York. she is a member of the firm’s 
securities department and of the 
securities litigation and enforcement 
practice group. she was honored, 
in November 2011, for excellence 

in pro bono advocacy by the nonprofit sanctuary 
for Families for her representation of a victim of 
domestic violence.

2003
Jennifer L. barry has been elected partner 
at latham & watkins. Based in san diego, she 
is a litigator who specializes in all aspects of 
commercial intellectual property, with specific 
expertise in internet law. she also provides client 
counseling and prosecution advice, and manages 
global iP portfolios.

stephan bauer has joined esche schuemann 
commichau in hamburg as a partner in the m&A/
corporate/restructuring department. 

Kirsten e. Kenney has been named partner at 
hinckley, Allen & snyder in Providence, r.i. Kirsten’s 
practice is focused on commercial real estate law, in 
the areas of finance and development. 

Daniel J. o’neill has joined macht, shapiro, 
Arato & isserles, a boutique litigation firm in New 
York specializing in commercial litigation, enter-
tainment law, and appellate practice. he and his 
wife, liam, live in Pelham, N.Y. with sons Kellen 
and carter.

erica schohn has been named a partner at 
skadden. she is a member of the firm’s execu-
tive compensation and benefits group in its New 
York office.

adam smith, an associate at the law office of 
d. hardison wood has been certified to the North 
carolina state Bar as a specialist in workers com-
pensation. he is the only attorney in cary to hold 
this honor. Adam focuses his practice on workers 
compensation and personal injury litigation.

 
nicole williams has been elected 
partner at Thompson & Knight in 
dallas. she is a member of the trial 
practice group and focuses her litiga-
tion and arbitration practice on mat-
ters involving antitrust, advertising, 
rico, gaming, and other complex 

commercial disputes.

 
James r. wyche has joined 
moore & Van Allen in charlotte as 
a member of the firm’s corporate 
and securities practice group. James 
serves as outside counsel to public 
and private companies, focusing his 
practice in the areas of securities, 

mergers and acquisitions, corporate finance, and 
general corporate law. he was named a North 
carolina Super Lawyers 2011 rising star.

2004
a. xavier baker and emily su announce 
the arrival of daughter Violet Josephine huiwen 
su-Baker, on Jan. 12, 2012.

 
scott s. bell has been named 
a shareholder in the salt lake city 
office of Parsons Behle & latimer. 
scott is a member of the litigation 
department and concentrates his 
practice on commercial and business 
litigation, media law, health care law, 

and antitrust law. 

campbell chiang has transferred to Qualcomm, 
Beijing as associate patent counsel. he supports 
Qualcomm’s patent presence in Greater china. he 
previously was based in san diego.

adam Darowski has been elected shareholder at 
winstead Pc. Based in dallas, Adam is a member of 
the firm’s real estate development and investments 
practice group and focuses his practice on a wide 
range of commercial real estate transactions. 

Jeremy entwisle has joined JPmorgan’s legal 
department in Tokyo. he covers the investment 
banking activities including debt and equity capi-
tal markets, m&A, and corporate banking. he pre-
viously was an associate at davis Polk in london.

seagrumn L. gilbert has joined stein & lubin 
in san Francisco as an associate in the real estate 
practice group. she specializes in commercial real 
estate transactions. she previously was an associ-
ate at cooley in san Francisco.

michael greenwald has launched Greenwald 
davidson, a law firm in Boca raton specializing in 
prosecuting class actions, including securities and 
consumer fraud cases.

stefanie Kandzia is serving as the dean’s fellow 
for international studies at duke law school. 
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Timothy Kuhner and his wife, Ana, announce 
the birth of their son, Blake, on Nov. 16, 2011. 

 
allyson Jones Labban 
has been promoted to 
partner at smith moore 
leatherwood in Greensboro, 
N.c. she focuses her practice 
on health care law.

 
Jenna Kiziah mcgee, partner 
at Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein 
in charleston, s.c., was named a 
recipient of the Charleston Regional 
Business Journal’s 2012 “40 under 40” 
Award. she concentrates her practice 
on complex commercial and con-

struction litigation.

 
stephen Pesce has been elected 
partner at Flanagan Partners in New 
orleans. steve concentrates his prac-
tice in the areas of energy, insurance 
coverage, admiralty, construction, 
and commercial matters, focusing on 
litigation, as well as contract negotia-

tion and management.

benoit Quarmby has joined the litigation bou-
tique mololamken llP. A specialist in intellectual 
property litigation, Ben previously was an associate 
at Quinn emanuel in New York.

Jamiah K. waterman was appointed interim 
city attorney of Greensboro, N.c., by a vote of the 
city council on Feb. 28. Jamiah joined the city’s 
legal staff in 2007, most recently serving as attorney 
for the city’s human resources department.

erinn and michael white announce the birth 
of their son, conor hugh, on June 29, 2011. he 
joins big brothers ian and will, and big sister, 
delaney. The family lives in issaquah, wash.

walter m. wood was named to the list of “2012 
rising stars for Personal injury — Plaintiff” by 
North Carolina Super Lawyers. walt practices at 
martin & Jones in raleigh.

2005
cory Kampfer has joined on deck capital, inc., 
in New York city as general counsel. Previously, cory 
was an associate at Paul, weiss, also in New York. 

mangyo Kinoshita has been promoted to 
partner at o’melveny & myers. he is a member of 
the mergers and acquisitions practice group and 
is based in the Tokyo office. he advises on a wide 
range of corporate matters, focusing on cross-
border mergers and acquisitions. 

 
ryan Levy has been named 
a shareholder at waddey 
& Patterson in Nashville. 
ryan focuses his practice on 
intellectual property litigation 
with a particular emphasis on 
patent disputes. 

howard sherman has joined Gsi commerce as 
patent counsel. he previously practiced patent liti-
gation at Kaye scholer in washington, d.c.

Kelsey weir married Ty Johnson on dec. 31, 
2011, in dallas. she also has joined Klemchuk 
Kubasta, a full-service intellectual property bou-
tique firm in dallas. she specializes in commercial 
and intellectual property litigation.

2006
chad c. Duberke has joined the orlando office 
of Grayrobinson, as an associate in the firm’s intel-
lectual property and corporate practice groups. 
chad focuses on matters relating to corporate and 
securities law as well as intellectual property law, 
including mergers and acquisitions, commercial 
contracts and transactions, licensing agreements, 
software and technology contracts, and internet law.

murad Fares teaches legal research and writing at 
An-Nablus law school in Palestine and has set up 
a legal clinic in Nablus, in addition to his law firm 
practice. he has received a grant from the soros 
Foundation to set up clinics at other universities. 

coalter Lathrop has been appointed editor 
of International Maritime Boundaries, a project 
of the American society of international law and 
a Brill/martinus Nijhoff publication. coalter is 
the principal of Asheville, N.c.-based sovereign 
Geographic, an international boundary consultancy 
providing legal, geographic, and historic analysis 
and custom cartographic services to government 
and private sector clients.

Zia oately has joined ellis & winters in cary, 
N.c., as a litigation associate. she previously 
was a litigator at Gibson, dunn & crutcher in 
washington, d.c.

 
Joshua stowell has been named 
a partner in Knobbe martens olson 
& Bear. Based in the firm’s orange 
county, calif., office, he represents 
and counsels clients in intellectual 
property disputes relating to pat-
ents, trademarks, copyrights, trade 

secrets, and unfair competition.

 
amy yeung was honored by the 
Bar Association of the district of 
columbia as “Young lawyer of the 
Year” on dec. 3, 2011 at the library 
of congress. The award recognizes 
a young lawyer’s civic participation 
and community service, including 

contributions to the Bar Association and its Young 
lawyers section. Amy received the lAA’s 2012 
Young Alumni Award for her service to the law 
school and the legal profession; she served as the 
inaugural chair of the lAA’s New lawyer division.  

2007
courtney brown has opened respite café, a 
coffee and tea shop, in downtown durham.

Patrick hansen has co-founded stratus iP law 
Group in washington, d.c., where he focuses his 
practice on the strategic development of patent 
portfolios, including the preparation and prosecu-
tion of u.s. and foreign patent applications. 

Joseph o. ope has joined exxonmobil’s legal 
department in dubai to support exxon’s opera-
tions in iraq. Joe previously practiced at Fulbright 
& Jaworski in dubai.

beth richardson-royer joined the office of 
the deputy Federal Public defender in los Angeles 
in June 2012, following a six-month road trip in 
central America. she works primarily within the 
capital habeas unit.

iyad Tayyem is the chief judge of the Nablus 
district court in Palestine and is responsible for 
the total administration of the court, including 
almost 40 judges.

Jessica bodger rydstrom and her husband, 
Justin rydstrom, welcomed their son, John Bodger 
rydstrom, on sept. 1, 2011. John joins big brother 
Nathaniel.

2008
marisa Darden has joined the New York county 
district Attorney’s office as an assistant district 
attorney. she previously clerked for Judge morrison 
c. england of the u.s. district court for the eastern 
district of california.

Laura beach Dugan and her husband, Brendan 
dugan, announce the birth of their son, robert 
Broyhill, on July 9, 2011.

Jessica m. eaglin has joined the faculty of 
california western school of law in san diego as a 
teaching fellow. she previously worked at simpson 
Thacher & Bartlett in New York as a litigator, pri-
marily focused on antitrust law and white collar 
crime, and clerked for Judge damon J. Keith of the 
u.s. court of Appeals for the sixth circuit. Jessica’s 
research and scholarship interests lie at the inter-
section of civil rights, critical race theory, education, 
and sentencing disparities in the united states.

sarah hawkins married william Blaise warren on 
march 3, 2012, in Atlanta. sarah is an associate at 
Kirkland & ellis in washington, d.c. she joined the 
firm following a yearlong clerkship with Judge 
richard J. leon on the u.s. district court for the 
district of columbia. sarah chairs the duke law 
Alumni Association’s New lawyers division.

michael rosenberg, an associate at Kilpatrick 
Townsend in raleigh, has been recognized as a 
2012 North carolina “rising star” in the area of 
employment litigation: defense by North Carolina 
Super Lawyers magazine. he focuses his practice 
on labor and employment law. 

bryce J. yoder has joined Keating muething & 
Klekamp in cincinnati as an attorney in its litiga-
tion practice group. he previously was an associate 
at sullivan & cromwell in New York. 
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alumni notes

In Memoriam 
1942

Frederick nelson
Feb. 26, 2012 

1945
Julian D. sanger

Feb. 7, 2012

1947
harold D. spears

Feb. 8, 2012

1948
Frank w. Dailey 

march 21, 2012

1950
arthur K. Knudsen Jr.

Feb. 26, 2012 

robert b. Lloyd Jr. 
Feb. 13, 2012 

1955
Jon P. o’Donnell

June 13, 2011

1956
marshall royal cassedy sr.

dec. 5, 2011 

harley b. gaston Jr.
dec. 31, 2011

elisha carter harris Jr.
may 8, 2011

John D. Johnston Jr.
dec. 18, 2011

1957
robert w. bradshaw Jr. 

Jan. 20, 2012

1958
george J. Kintz

sept. 23, 2011

1962
James J. Kenny

dec. 26, 2011

1969
James Patrick alexander

Nov. 21, 2011

howard g. godwin Jr.
April 1, 2012 

1974
John c. Tally

march 5, 2012

1979
robert T. harper

Feb. 27, 2012

1980
James b. blackburn iii

march 5, 2012

1984
Jeff stonerock

oct. 13, 2011

1986
Lawrence g. smith

march 10, 2012

1995
myra maureen Frazier

Nov. 14, 2011

1998
robin whitlock smith

may 22, 2012

1999
cynthia o’neal

Jan. 25, 2012

2005
Tristan Zimmermann	LLM

April 6, 2012

2010
amelia marguet

march 11, 2012

This list reflects information received by the duke law 

Alumni and development office by may 25, 2012.

»  View obituaries at  

www.law.duke.edu/magazine.

2009
elissa (Flynn) mcclure and sean mcclure ’10 
announce the birth of their daughter, Alexa meghan, 
on march 24, 2012, in san diego.

ryan mellske has joined the latin American 
arbitration practice at white & case in washington, 
d.c. he previously worked for Arias & munoz in 
costa rica.

Kesev mohan has joined Bizlab as executive vice 
president and legal adviser. Based in menomonee 
Falls, wisc., Bizlab starts or acquires small 
internet-based businesses and grows them.

2010
mikkel andersen joined the law firm of Bech-
Bruun in copenhagen on Jan. 1. he focuses his 
practice on a wide range of real estate matters. 

arthur Jean bertin has joined dFi and 
Partners in Paris as an associate specializing in pri-
vate equity. Arthur previously was an associate at 
loyens & loeff in luxembourg. he is also pursuing 
a Phd at the sorbonne. 

amber Jordan is clerking for Judge evan 
wallach of the u.s. court of Appeals for the 
Federal circuit.

sean mcclure and elissa (Flynn) mcclure 
’09 announce the birth of their daughter, Alexa 
meghan, on march 24, 2012, in san diego.

2011

 
 
 
 
brandon bartee has joined 
winstead Pc in dallas as an 
associate in its real estate 
structured practice group. 

nicholas L. simon married Jennifer Von deylen 
on Aug. 20, 2011. Nick currently clerks for u.s. 
district Judge Karen caldwell in lexington, Ky.
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sua sponte

Justice	John	Paul	Stevens	— May 12, 2012

»    View “lives in the law” with Justice John Paul stevens at  

www.law.duke.edu/news/audiovideo.

retired supreme court Associate Justice John Paul stevens 

shared stories and insights from his legal career with 

graduating duke law students and their families in a spe-

cial “lives in the law” interview with dean david F. levi 

held prior to the law school’s hooding ceremony. stevens 

also shared warm recollections of the various chief justices 

he has known since his days as a clerk — the subjects of 

his 2011 book, Five Chiefs: A Supreme Court Memoir — and 

of other colleagues on the court.  he agreed with Justice 

Byron white’s observation that “every time there is a new 

justice it becomes a new court.”

“There are nine decision-makers, and every time you have 

a different one, it becomes a different decision-making 

body,” stevens said.  d
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